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Abstract

This thesis focuses on theoretical schemes concerning the preparation and character-
ization of both squeezed and entangled quantum states in the spinor Bose-Einstein
condensate with a total spin F = 1. The subject matter of the study covers two
issues, discussed in the publications [66, 68], and it also provides more insights
into the topic. In the first part, we show that the equilibrium states of the spinor
F = 1 Bose-Einstein condensate in the external magnetic field are highly entangled.
This statement concerns both pure ground states and mixed by the temperature
states (equilibrium in internal degrees of freedom), irrespectively of the system’s
magnetization, which is a population difference between extreme Zeeman states.
Aforementioned conclusion is based on the analytical and numerical studies of the
quantum Fisher Information, which quantifies not only the metrological usefulness
of quantum states for quantum interferometry, but also their entanglement depth.
Regardless of the system’s parameters, the quantum Fisher Information has the
Heisenberg scaling ∝ N2, where N is the total number of atoms. This means
that the equilibrium states of the spinor Bose-Einstein condensate can be used for
entanglement-enhanced quantum interferometry with precision below the standard
quantum limit. It applies both to the three-mode interferometry and its two-mode
variant due to symmetry of obtained states. The second topic, based on numerical
simulations, indicates that the long-range dipolar interactions in the spinor F = 1
Bose-Einstein condensate can be utilized for dynamical generation of strongly spin
squeezed quantum states. The main assumption, in the theoretical description, is
based on the separation of internal and external degrees of freedom. Due to presence
of non-linear interactions, initial quantum state of independent atoms evolves in
time generating a squeezed state. The scaling of the squeezing parameter, which
quantifies the level of squeezing, with the total number of atoms is the same as in
the one-axis twisting and two-axis countertwisting models proposed as theoretical
protocols for dynamical generation of squeezed quantum states. In the examined
system, the abstract scheme has a direct physical realization. The dominance of one
model over another depends on the geometry of the external trapping potential.

Keywords: spinor Bose-Einstein condensate, quantum interferometry, quantum
Fisher Information, spin squeezing, dipolar interactions.
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Streszczenie

Niniejsza praca doktorska skupia się na badaniach teoretycznych dotyczących
otrzymywania i charakteryzacji zarówno stanów ścísniętych jak i splątanych w
spinorowym kondensacie Bosego-Einsteina utworzonego z atomów o całkowitym
spinie F = 1. Tematyka pracy obejmuje dwa zagadnienia omówione w pub-
likacjach [66, 68] i jest jednocześnie rozwinięciem koncepcji oraz wyników w
nich zawartych. Pierwszy temat stawia tezę iż, stany równowagowe kondensatu
spinorowego atomów o całkowitym spinie F = 1 umieszczonego w zewnętrznym
polu magnetycznym są silnie splątane. Jest to fakt, który dotyczy zarówno czystych
stanów podstawowych, jaki i mieszanych stanów termicznych (równowaga w we-
wnętrznych stopniach swobody) niezależnie od magnetyzacji układu, która jest
różnicą obsadzeń skrajnych stanów zeemanowskich. Wniosek ten został wyciąg-
nięty na podstawie teoretycznej analizy analitycznej i numerycznej kwantowej
informacji Fishera, która ilościowo określa nie tylko przydatność danych stanów
kwantowych do kwantowej interferometrii ale również ich poziom splątania. Nieza-
leżnie od rozpatrywanych parametrów układu kwantowa informacja Fishera ma
skalowanie Heisenberga N2, gdzie N to całkowita liczba atomów. Oznacza to, że
stany równowagowe spinorowych kondensatów Bosego-Einsteina mogą posłużyć do
kwantowej interferometrii z precyzją poniżej szumu śrutowego. Dotyczy to zarówno
interferometrii trójmodowej jak i jej wariantu dwumodowego ze względu na symetrię
otrzymanych stanów. Drugi temat, oparty na symulacjach numerycznych, wskazuje
iż długozasięgowe oddziaływania dipolowe w spinorowym kondensacie prowadzą do
dynamicznego wytworzenia stanów kwantowych silnie ścísniętych spinowo. Central-
nym założeniem opisu teoretycznego jest separacja zewnętrznych i wewnętrznych
stopni swobody. Początkowy układ niezależnych cząstek w wyniku istnienia nielin-
iowych oddziaływań ewoluuje wytwarzając jednocześnie stany kwantowe ścísnięte
spinowo w wewnętrznych stopniach swobody. Skalowanie parametru ścísnięcia,
który ilościowo opisuje poziom ścísnięcia, z całkowitą liczbą atomów jest takie
same jak w modelach jedno-osiowo skrętnym oraz dwu-osiowo przeciw-skrętnym
zaproponowanych jako teoretyczne protokoły do dynamicznego wytwarzania stanów
ścísniętych. W badanym układzie abstrakcyjna propozycja nabiera fizycznej real-
izacji. Dominacja jednego modelu nad drugim zależy od geometrii zewnętrznego
potencjału pułapkującego.

Słowa kluczowe: spinorowy kondensat Bosego-Einsteina, kwantowa interferome-
tria, kwantowa Informacja Fishera, stany ścísnięte spinowo, oddziaływania dipolowe.
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1
Introduction

Atomic properties are absolute and do not degrade with time. This feature, was
one of the many that brought together atomic physics and metrology. Discrete,
resolvable energy levels define precise electron frequency transitions that had been
exploited in the design of the first atomic clock [1] in 1950s. Constant progress,
especially in laser cooling, manipulation and trapping of atoms, lead to significant
improvement of time keeping technology. Today, the best atomic clocks are able
to distinguish height changes on the order of 1cm as a consequence of Einstein’s
General Theory of Relativity [10, 93, 50, 24]. The metrological potential of atomic
vapors does not focus solely on time keeping. Due to internal structure, inertial
mass or magnetic moment atoms became perfect candidates for magnetometers,
gyroscopes and accelerometers. Noteworthy, Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) invests millions of dollars into emerging technology, where atom-
based sensors play a major role. We are speaking here about chip-scale inertial
sensors for real-time positioning and navigation [9], ultra-precise atomic clocks or
magnetometers operating in Earth’s magnetic field [127]. Generally speaking, all
sensors operate through the principle of atomic interferometry, which shares many
similarities with optical interferometry.

Specifically, atomic magnetometers are one of the most sensitive devices competing
with SQUID technology [20]. In contrary to superconducting circuits, atoms do not
need cryogenic cooling and offer non-invasive, non-destructive sensing modalities.
They also do not require calibration, because the magnetic field can be measured
directly through fundamental physical constants [12, 36]. Among high magnetic
field sensitivity spatial resolution play an important role, as well. In this respect,
atomic technology provide a substantial potential for miniaturization. Laser-cooled
and trapped atoms were demonstrated as an ideal candidate for magnetic field
microscopy probing current flow patterns in planar structures [2]. Experiments in
the ultra-cold regime [132, 90, 31] have shown improved spatial resolution while
still preserving a relatively high magnetic field sensitivity. Requirement of low atom
density from cold collisions limits the sensitivity in these systems. That could in
principle be overcome without increasing the resources (number of atoms) using
entangled states of many atoms [96].
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Atomic magnetometers are based on the measurement of the Larmor precession.
Magnetic moment of a sample precesses about external magnetic field with a charac-
teristic frequency ω dependent on fundamental constants and the strength of the
field B. The whole process is a variation of quantum interferometry using internal
states of atoms. Initially, a collective state of atoms is polarized by a light pulse
followed by a phase encoding process due to Larmor effect. The scheme can be
improved by creating multi-particle entangled states combined with more general
initial orientation of the quantum state using coherent light pulses. Most optimally,
it can be done in the ultra-cold regime where alkali atoms like Rb, Cs or K form a
spinor Bose-Einstein condensate [118, 69]. Bose-Einstein condensate can be trapped
in a single spatial mode and offers large coherence times. In addition, spinor gases
are well suited for precision measurements because the Larmor precession is not
perturbed by inter-atomic interactions [132]. This thesis contains a theoretical
suggestions for creating collective quantum states of atoms in spinor F = 1 con-
densate for entanglement-enhanced quantum interferometry. The aim is to fill the
gap between high resolution and high field sensitivity in state-of-the-art atomic
magnetometers. Since, spinor gases have three internal states the theory of quantum
interferometry need to be adapted to new conditions. The same applies to strategies
for overcoming classical precision limits.

The doctoral thesis is devoted to theoretical studies of preparation and characteriza-
tion of both spin squeezed and entangled states in the spinor F = 1 Bose-Einstein
condensate. Number of internal states distinguishes it from widely studied systems
with two degrees of freedom, which effectively simulate a collection of qubits. Spinor
condensates are natural candidates for qutrits - objects in which information can be
encoded in three states. Both entanglement properties and metrological usefulness
of many-body qutrit states are relatively poorly understood, hence our interest in
the system. Owing to the fact that internal states of spinor condensates are sensitive
to changes of the external magnetic field enabled the development of ultra-sensitive
atomic magnetometers. Atomic sensors operate through the principle of quantum
interferometry. Therefore, the additional goal of this thesis is to systematize the
knowledge about theoretical description of three-mode interferometry. This thesis
demonstrates, that quantum states which are dynamically generated or those that
naturally occur in a spinor condensates are strongly squeezed and have a high degree
of multi-particle entanglement. Therefore, Bose-Einstein spinor condensates have a
great potential for applications in quantum metrology.

Chapter 2 present the theory of linear, lossless three-mode quantum interferometry.
Transformation between input and output modes is described by a 3 × 3 special
unitary matrix. We introduce 8 generators of the associated su(3) Lie algebra and
show that interferometer performs SU(3) rotation of the input state. Next, we
introduce the basic theory of parametric inference with Fisher Information and the
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quantum Fisher Information. Lastly, the squeezing parameter is generalized for any
SU(2) subgroup.

Chapter 3 characterizes metrological usefulness of spinor F = 1 Bose-Einstein
condensates in the presence of external magnetic field at equilibrium. Numerical
investigation of the optimal quantum Fisher Information show that both ground
states and the thermally mixed states are highly entangled, irrespectively of the mag-
netization (difference in the occupancy of extreme Zeeman states). This conclusion
was drawn on the basis of analytical and numerical analysis of the quantum Fisher
Information. Regardless of the parameters considered, the quantum Fisher Informa-
tion has the Heisenberg-like scaling, ∝ N2. This means that the equilibrium states of
the Bose-Einstein spinor condensates can be useful for quantum interferometry with
precision below the standard quantum limit. This statement is true not only for the
three-mode interferometry but also for its two-mode variant due to the symmetry of
quantum states.

Chapter 4 proposes physical realization of both the one-axis twisting and the two-axis
countertwisting models in spinor F = 1 Bose-Einstein condensate with long-range
magnetic dipolar interactions. We derive effective Hamiltonian under the single-
mode approximation, which assumes that all atoms occupy the same spatial mode.
Under this assumption, Hamiltonian is a combination of the one-axis twisting and the
two-axis countertwisting models with relative strength that can be adjusted by the
geometry of external trapping potential. We calculate numerically the spin squeezing
parameter demonstrating proper scaling with total number of atoms N . We also
show which initial spin coherent states give strongest squeezing by examining the
classical phase portrait.

The results described in the thesis were published in the following works:

1. Kajtoch, D., and Witkowska, E., Spin squeezing in dipolar spinor condensates,
Phys. Rev. A 93, 023627 (2016).

2. Kajtoch, D., Pawłowski, K., and Witkowska, E., Metrologically useful states of
spin-1 Bose-Einstein condensates with macroscopic magnetization, Phys. Rev.
A 97, 023616 (2018).

3. Niezgoda, A., Kajtoch, D., and Witkowska, E., Efficient two-mode interfer-
ometers with spinor Bose-Einstein condensates, arXiv:1803.04788 [cond-
mat.quant-gas].
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Other publications:

1. Kajtoch, D., Witkowska, E., Quantum dynamics generated by the two-axis
countertwisting Hamiltonian, Phys. Rev. A 92, 013623 (2015).

2. Kajtoch, D., Pawłowski, K., Witkowska, E., Entanglement storage by classical
fixed points in the two-axis countertwisting model, Phys. Rev. A 93, 022331
(2016).

3. Kajtoch, D., Witkowska, E., and Sinatra, A., Spin-squeezed atomic crystal,
arxiv:1707.09776 [quant-ph].
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2Quantum interferometry

Quantum interferometers are precise devices that encode the information about
unknown physical quantity e.q. magnetic field strength or acceleration onto a
phase θ, giving rise to a θ-dependent state ρ̂θ at the output port. From a set of
quantum measurement one can construct an estimator θ̄ that outputs the predicted
value of θ with uncertainty ∆θ̄. There are many great reviews devoted to quantum
metrology [53, 101, 25, 105]. The aim of this chapter is not to repeat everything
what was already done, but to introduce basic concepts and quantities that are
necessary to understand the result section of the thesis. We focus on three-mode
interferometers and derive lower bounds on the precision ∆θ̄ in terms of the quantum
Fisher Information. Moreover, the definition of squeezing parameter is introduced.
Both quantities are sensitive to the entanglement properties of the input state to
the interferometer. For separable states the precision ∆θ̄ ∝ 1/

√
N , whereas for

entangled states it can reach the Heisenberg limit ∆θ̄ ∝ 1/N .

2.1 Reminder of a two-mode interferometry

The principle of atomic interferometry is similar to its optical counterpart. The optical
components are now replaced by coherent pulses of light. Consider a collection
of N two-level atoms, where internal states of α-th atom are denoted as |a〉α and
|b〉α. Typical interferometric cycle is composed of three steps. Initially, all atoms are
prepared in a single particle state |a〉. Next, a coherent π/2 pulse, which is equivalent
to a beam-splitter in optical interferometry, mixes the internal states leaving each
atom in a superposition |φ〉α = (|a〉α + |b〉α)/

√
2. After this preparation procedure,

a phase difference θ is imprinted on the resulting state due to energy difference
between states |a〉α and |b〉α. Lastly, a second reversed π/2 pulse mixes the states
once again giving the final state |φ(θ)〉α = cos(θ/2)|a〉α + i sin(θ/2)|b〉α. In fact, each
two-state particle, knows as qubit, undergoes a series of operations:

|φ(θ)〉α = ei
π
2 ŝ

(α)
y e−iθŝ

(α)
z e−i

π
2 ŝ

(α)
y |a〉α, (2.1)

where ŝ
(α)
x = (|a〉α〈b|α + |b〉α〈a|α)/2, ŝ(α)

y = (|a〉α〈b|α − |b〉α〈a|α)/2i and ŝ
(α)
z =

(|a〉α〈a|α − |b〉α〈b|α)/2, are spin operators for α-th particle satisfying su(2) commuta-
tion relations [ŝ(α)

i , ŝ
(β)
j ] = iδα,βεijkŝ

(α)
k . Eq. (2.1) describes a series of rotations on a
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Fig. 2.1: Schematic idea of atomic interferometry in a two-level system with independent
atoms (a) and using squeezing strategy (b). Collective state of N particles can
be visualized on a Bloch sphere with radius N/2 using Husimi quasi-distribution
function. In a classical variation (a) each atom is independent and undergoes a
series of rotations with unknown phase θ. Collective state of independent atoms
(coherent state) has a disk-like shape with radius

√
N/2. The value of θ cannot

be resolved with better precision than the standard quantum limit (SQL) ∆θSQL =
1/
√
νN , where ν is the total number of measurements. In the squeezing scenario,

by reducing the variance in y-direction below
√
N/2, smaller differences of θ can

be detected, thus increasing precision below the SQL. Maximal achievable precision
in a two-mode interferometer in given by the Heisenberg limit ∆θHL = 1/

√
νN2.

qubit Bloch sphere starting from a point at the north pole. We can write down the
same rules for the many-body state |ψ(θ)〉:

|ψ(θ)〉 = ei
π
2 Ŝye−iθŜze−i

π
2 Ŝy |N, 0〉, (2.2)

using collective spin operators Ŝi =
∑N
α=1 ŝ

(α)
i and Fock state |N, 0〉, where all

particles occupy single particle state a. Similarly to the single qubit, every collective
quantum state can be visualized on a Bloch sphere of radius N/2 using e.q. Husimi
or Wigner quasi-distribution functions. State of the form (2.2) is called the coherent
state and are visualized as a disk with radius

√
N/2 [see Fig. 2.1].

The state (2.2) carries information about parameter θ, which can be efficiently
estimated by performing a series of ν measurements of the collective spin com-
ponent Ŝn =

∑3
i=1 Ŝini, with

∑3
i=1 n

2
i = 1. Expectation value of the z-component

〈Ŝz(θ)〉 = N cos(θ)/2 gives a monotonic signal with variance 〈∆Ŝz(θ)〉 = N [sin2(θ)+
N cos2(θ)]/4. In the limit of large number of measurements ν � 1, the precision
∆θ̄ of estimating θ can be calculated from the error-propagation formula [58, 139,
140]

∆θ̄ = 1√
ν

〈∆Ŝz(θ)〉
|∂θ〈Ŝz(θ)〉|

, (2.3)
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which is

∆θ̄ = 1√
ν

√
1
N

+ cot2(θ), (2.4)

for the state in Eq. (2.2). In this particular scheme, the precision ∆θ̄ is limited
from below by the projection noise or standard quantum limit (SQL) with ∆θ̄SQL =
1/
√
νN [58]. In fact, the quantum projection noise imposes limitation for all sensing

devices operating with independent particles [113, 60] and does not depend on
specific choice of the quantum measurement [43, 41]. Fortunately, the SQL is not
a fundamental limit. By creating a special class of many-body quantum states we
are able to increase the estimation precision up to ∆θ̄HL = 1/

√
νN2, known as the

Heisenberg limit.

2.1.1 Beating the Standard Quantum Limit (SQL)

Consider the situation sketched in Fig. 2.1 (b). If the variance of Ŝy could be reduced
below

√
N/2, then the quantum state would be more sensitive to rotations around

z-axis and thus provide better precision ∆θ̄ than the coherent state. This particular
strategy is called spin squeezing and increases the estimation precision ∆θ̄ below the
SQL [139, 140, 58, 70, 84]. The spin squeezing parameter ξ, quantifies precision
enhancement with respect to the SQL:

ξ2 = N
min〈(∆Ŝ⊥)2〉∥∥∥〈Ŝ〉∥∥∥2 , (2.5)

where Ŝ = (Ŝx, Ŝy, Ŝz) and min〈(∆Ŝ⊥)2〉 denotes minimal fluctuations of the spin
component Ŝ⊥ normal to the mean spin vector 〈Ŝ〉 [139]. Early in the 1990s it was
recognized that many-body quantum states with ξ < 1 can be dynamically generated
with nonlinear Hamiltonian starting from the initial spin coherent state [70]. Two
theoretical models were suggested, namely the one-axis twisting (OAT) with ĤOAT =
χŜ2

z and the two-axis countertwisting (TACT) with ĤTACT = χ(Ŝ2
x − Ŝ2

y). Nonlinear
terms build correlations between particles that eventually reduce fluctuations of
particular spin component.

Typical squeezing dynamics is shown in Fig. 2.2. It has a minimum at t = tbest

with the value ξbest. Both quantities scale with the total number of particles N in a
characteristic way that depends on the form of the Hamiltonian. The OAT model
can be solved analytically and scaling of the optimal values are: χtbest/~ ∝ N−2/3

and ξ2
best ∝ N−2/3. On the other hand, the TACT model can be analyzed only

numerically [64, 149] and show that χtbest/~ ∝ log(2πN)/4N and ξ2
best ∝ N

−1. The
TACT gives stronger squeezing that is generated faster than the OAT Hamiltonian.

2.1 Reminder of a two-mode interferometry 7



χtbest/~

ξ2
best

χt/~
ξ2

Fig. 2.2: Typical variation of squeezing parameter ξ2 as a function of time t for nonlinear
Hamiltonian. Minimal value is denoted by ξ2

best and the optimal squeezing time
tbest.

Additionally, the angle of minimal fluctuations stays constant during time evolution
[see Fig. 2.3].

z

y

y

x

Fig. 2.3: Evolution of the quasi-distribution function on the Bloch sphere in the one-axis
twisting model (left) and two-axis countertwisting (right). In the truncated Wigner
approximation initial probability distribution (gray sphere) is modified by classical
trajectories. In the OAT model, initial state is placed at the unstable fixed point
where velocity field grows in magnitude with z value and changes direction at
z = 0. In the TACT model, initial state is placed at the unstable saddle fixed point,
where stretching of the state is caused by in-flowing and out-flowing velocity field.

The scenario described in previous paragraph is the most optimal squeezing strategy.
In fact, variation of the squeezing parameter not only depends on the Hamiltonian,
but also on the initial coherent state. We can engineer the OAT Hamiltonian, but
nothing will happen if the initial state is |N, 0〉. Similarly, for the TACT Hamilto-
nian and all particles in |φ〉 = (|a〉+ |b〉)/

√
2, we would observe oscillations of the

squeezing parameter with value close to ξ = 1 [65]. The quasi-classical approxima-
tion explains this diverse behavior in an elegant way. Shortly speaking, for short
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times χt � 1 and large number of particles N � 1, the evolution of phase-space
quasi-distribution function is well approximated by classical Louville’s equation,
recovered in the mean-field limit. In this regime, the whole sphere is packed with
classical trajectories that indicate the evolution of every initial point in the phase
space. Characteristic feature of the OAT model is that trajectories on the upper and
lower hemisphere circulate in the opposite direction with increasing speed towards
the poles. Velocity is exactly 0 on the equator. A coherent state placed on the equator
will be maximally stretched from its circular shape to an elliptic-like shape [see
Fig. 2.3]. In the TACT model, phase portrait is richer. For example, on the both poles
of the Bloch sphere we have unstable saddle fixed points that stretches and squeezes
the distribution in two orthogonal directions [see Fig. 2.3]. On the other hand, on
the x- and y-axes we have neutrally stable fixed points where nearby trajectories
are circulating around. Initial state will be trapped in this region of phase space
giving low amplitude oscillations of the squeezing parameter. Unstable fixed points
are necessary for dynamical generation of strongly squeezed states from initial spin
coherent state. In section 4 we will discuss it in more details.

The OAT type squeezing is relatively easy to implement in two-component ultra-cold
bosonic gases due to natural presence of atom-atom collisions [98, 30, 46, 108,
96]. The TACT model was not yet realized experimentally, although is possesses
a few advantages over the OAT Hamiltonian [64, 67]. Designing the TACT type
interaction in bosonic systems is non-trivial because particles would have to change
the internal state during collisions. However, there are spinor Bose condensates
which actually support this kind of mechanism [118, 69]. They differ from the
two-component system not only by the physics, but also by the number of internal
states. The simplest one has three states and is realized in the ground state manifold
F = 1 of 87Rb, 23Na or 7Li. Following this lead, we investigated the possibility of
generalized spin squeezing in spinor F = 1 condensates. We showed that long-range
dipolar interactions mix the OAT and TACT models [66].

2.1.2 Beyond spin squeezing

Spin squeezed state increase the estimation precision below the SQL only if the
phase θ is inferred from the measurement of collective spin component. There are
many-body quantum states like e.q. twin Fock state |N/2, N/2〉 or Schrödinger cat
state |N00N〉 = (|N, 0〉+|0, N〉)/

√
2, that are not spin squeezed, but give Heisenberg

scaling of precision when θ is estimated from e.q. measurement of parity operator
Π̂Nb = exp(iπN̂b), where N̂b is particle number operator in state b. Irrespectively of
the quantum measurement and estimation strategy, the quantum Fisher Information
(QFI) quantifies the metrological usefulness of a quantum state ρ̂. The QFI FQ[ρ̂]
lower bounds the estimation precision ∆θ̄ ≥ 1/

√
νFQ[ρ̂], according to the Cramér-
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Rao quantum inequality [53, 101, 25, 105]. It was recognized that the states which
beat the SQL are multi-particle entangled [56, 128]. In the context of quantum
metrology, entanglement ceases to be just a mathematical abstraction and becomes
a resource that allows for increased precision below the SQL.

2.2 Three-mode quantum interferometer

Linear, lossless quantum interferometer encodes information about unknown param-
eter θ through unitary transformation Ûθ, which can be written in general as

ρ̂out = Ûθ · ρ̂in · Û †θ , (2.6)

where ρ̂in is the input state to the interferometer and ρ̂out is the output state. If the in-
terferometer is composed of n bosonic modes, the unitary operator Ûθ belongs to the
SU(n) group and can be written using exponential map Ûθ = exp(−i

∑n2−1
i=1 ciΛ̂i),

where Λ̂i are generators of the su(n) Lie algebra and ci are real coefficients which
carry information about θ [112, 111]. Mathematically, interferometer performs
generalized rotation of the input state.

Specifically, for a linear three-mode interferometer output modes Âout = (â+, â0, â−)Tout

are linear combination of the input modes Âin = (â+, â0, â−)Tin, which we collectively
write down as Âout = T · Âin, where T is 3 × 3 complex matrix. In fact, T is an
element of the U(3) group due to preservation of bosonic commutation relations
[âi, â†j ] = δij and conservation of particle number. The unitary group U(3) is com-
posed of the SU(3) matrix multiplied by a phase factor i.e. U(3) = U(1)× SU(3).
Because the global phase factor has no physical meaning, the transformation T can
be restricted to the SU(3) group [104, 150]. Consequently, matrix T can be written
down using exponential map [19]

T = exp (iαΛk) , (2.7)

with Λk =
∑8
i=1 kiΛi and α ∈ R, where k = (k1, k2, . . . , k8) is a vector of real

coefficients with unit length i.e. ‖k‖ = 1 and Λi are eight traceless, hermitian
matrices Λi ∈ {Jx, Jy, Jz, Qxy, Qyz, Qzx, Dxy, Y } defined as follows

Jx = 1√
2


0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 0

 , Jy = i√
2


0 −1 0
1 0 −1
0 1 0

 , Jz =


1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 −1

 ,
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ρ̂in ρ̂out

+

0

−

R̂

θ1

θ2
R̂†

+

0

−

Fig. 2.4: Scheme of a three-stage process quantum interferometer. Firstly, input state ρ̂in is
rotated by operator R̂. Secondly, a phase difference θ1 and θ2 is encoded between
modes {+, 0} and {0,−}, respectively. Lastly, reverse rotation R̂† is applied to the
resulting state. The output state ρ̂out can be written as ρ̂out = Ûθ1,θ2 · ρ̂in · Û†θ1,θ2

,
where Ûθ1,θ2 = R̂† exp[iθ1(N̂+ − N̂0)/2 + iθ2(N̂0 − N̂−)/2]R̂.

Qxy =i


0 0 −1
0 0 0
1 0 0

 , Qyz = i√
2


0 −1 0
1 0 1
0 −1 0

 , Qzx = 1√
2


0 1 0
1 0 −1
0 −1 0

 ,

Dxy =


0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

 , Y = 1√
3


1 0 0
0 −2 0
0 0 1

 , (2.8)

where Qkl = 2Nkl, Dxy = Nxx−Nyy and Y = (Nzz−Nxx−Nyy)/
√

3 are constructed
from nematic tensors Nkl = (JkJl + JlJk)/2. We can go a little bit further and write
down the transformation between the modes as follows

Âout = exp
(
−iαΛ̂k

)
· Âin · exp

(
iαΛ̂k

)
, (2.9)

using bosonic quadratic form generators Λ̂i defined in terms of matrix genera-
tors (2.8):

Λ̂i = A†in · Λi · Ain (2.10)

Exponentiation in Eq. (2.9) acts selectively on each elements of the vector Âin and
can be proved using Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula

eX̂ Ŷ e−X̂ = Ŷ + 1
1! [X̂, Ŷ ] + 1

2! [X̂, [X̂, Ŷ ]] + 1
3! [X̂, [X̂, [X̂, Ŷ ]]] + . . . . (2.11)

Eq. (2.9) gives a recipe for the transformation between the input and output modes.
Because the quantum states ρ̂out,in are written in terms of creation operators acting on
a vacuum state, they also follow the same transformation as the modes themselves

ρ̂out = e−iαΛ̂k · ρ̂in · eiαΛ̂k . (2.12)
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In the following, we present how the general interferometer can be physically
implemented in the three-mode system. Most conveniently, it is done in a three
stage process. The scheme is shown in Fig. 2.4. Firstly, input quantum state ρ̂in is
transformed using general rotation R̂ = exp(−iαΛ̂k). Secondly, a phase difference
2θ is imprinted between the pair of modes {0,+}, {−, 0} or {−,+}. In the Figure 2.4
it is equivalent to (θ1, θ2) = (−θ, 0), (θ1, θ2) = (0,−θ) or (θ1, θ2) = (−θ,−θ). Lastly,
a reverse transformation with R̂† = exp(iαΛ̂k) is applied to the resulting state.
Putting everything together we get

Ûθ = eiαΛ̂ke−iθĥe−iαΛ̂k = exp

−iθ eiαΛ̂k ĥe−iαΛ̂k︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ̂n

 , (2.13)

where ĥ is a phase imprinting operator which can be one of ĥ = Ĵz for modes {+,−},
ĥ = (Ĵz +

√
3Ŷ )/2 for modes {+, 0} and ĥ = (Ĵz−

√
3Ŷ )/2 for modes {0,−}. Hence,

in a three-stage interferometer parameter θ is encoded on the input state ρ̂in in the
following way

ρ̂θ = e−iθΛ̂n · ρ̂in · eiθΛ̂n . (2.14)

Because we know exactly how the apparatus modifies the input quantum state we
can use statistical methods of parametric inference to estimate the value of θ by
constructing an estimator θ̄(x) from a set of ν quantum measurements with the
outcome x = (x1, x2, . . . , xν).

2.2.1 Parameter estimation

Assume that a sequence of m independent quantum measurements was performed,
with operators Π̂x satisfying positive-operator value measure (POVM) requirement
i.e. Π̂x > 0 and

∫
dxΠ̂x = 1. Each measurement outcome xi is a random variable

distributed with probability density p(x|θ) = Tr{Π̂xρ̂θ}, which in turn belongs
to a family of parametric models P = {p(x|θ), θ ∈ R}. Because the sequence
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xν) depends on the unknown value of θ we can determine its value
by constructing an estimator θ̄(x), which is a function of x that outputs predicted
value of θ. Estimators are statistical objects and for this reason the value of θ̄ is
determined with a finite uncertainty ∆θ̄, typically calculated as the mean-squared
error:

∆θ̄2 = Eθ[(θ̄ − θ)2], (2.15)

where Eθ[f ] =
∫
dx p(x|θ)f(x), is the expectation value of f(x) and p(x|θ) is a joint

probability distribution function which for independent and identically distributed
sample is a product of probabilities i.e. p(x|θ) = p(x1|θ) · . . . · p(xm|θ).
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Estimator can be biased and unbiased. We are interested in unbiased estimators
for which expectation value of the estimator coincides with the true value of θ, in
contrary to biased estimators. We write

Eθ[θ̄(x)] = θ, (2.16)

for unbiased estimators. There exists infinite number of unbiased estimators that
one can construct from a sample x. However, the uncertainty ∆θ̄ in each case
will be larger (or equal) than the square-root of the Fisher Information I(θ) times
the number of measurement ν. This is the statement of the Cramér-Rao theorem
formulated as

∆θ̄ > 1√
ν · I(θ)

, (2.17)

with the Fisher Information

I(θ) =
∫
dx

1
p(x|θ)

(
∂p(x|θ)
∂θ

)2
, (2.18)

where p(x|θ) = Tr[Π̂xρ̂θ].

In order to illustrate the estimation procedure we present two most popular estima-
tors: the maximum likelihood estimator and the method of moments estimator. In the
maximum likelihood procedure the estimated value of θ is defined as the point θ̄
which maximizes the Likelihood function L(θ|x) =

∏ν
i=1 p(xi|θ) i.e.

θ̄(x) = arg max
θ

L(θ|x). (2.19)

The maximum likelihood estimator is not always unbiased for a finite sample sizes
ν. However, when ν →∞ (asymptotic limit) it tends towards a normal distribution
centered at the true value of θ, with a variance 1/(νI(θ)). We say it is asymptotically
normal and optimal [136]. Additionally, it is asymptotically unbiased.

In the method of moments estimation we firstly define the sample moment for some
function f(x) of a random variable x in the following way

ᾱ = 1
ν

ν∑
i=1

f(xi). (2.20)

The estimated value of θ̄ is determined as a solution of the equation∫
dx p(x|θ̄)f(x) = ᾱ. (2.21)

In the quantum language, we can define an operator Ô =
∫
dx Π̂xf(x) and its mean

value 〈Ô〉θ = Tr{Ôρ̂θ} as the signal to be measured, which is the left-hand side of
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Eq. (2.21). Therefore, the method of moments estimator can be defined 〈Ô〉θ̄ = ᾱ, as
well. The method can be used as long as 〈Ô〉θ is a monotonic function of θ. Generally,
the mean-squared error of this estimator is determined from the error-propagation
formula:

∆θ̄2 = 1
ν

〈(∆Ô)2〉θ∣∣∣ ∂∂θ 〈Ô〉θ∣∣∣2 , ν � 1, (2.22)

which is valid provided that ν � 1. In the Eq. (2.22) 〈(∆Ô)2〉θ = 〈Ô2〉θ − 〈Ô〉2θ, is
the variance of the operator Ô calculated with the state ρ̂θ. Although, the method of
moments estimator is typically biased it is very simple to construct and converges to
the true value in the limit ν →∞. In contrast to the maximum-likelihood estimator,
this method does not require the full knowledge of probability density p(x|θ). If
the background knowledge is limited, and only the mean 〈Ô〉θ and the variance
〈(∆Ô)2〉θ are known, then the method of moments can be the way to go. In the
Example 2.1 we provide a classical example (without referring to any quantum
measurement Π̂x or state ρ̂θ) of estimation strategy using maximum-likelihood and
the method of moments estimator.

Example 2.1 A random sequence of variables x1, x2, . . . , xν is generated from
exponential probability distribution p(x|β) = [β exp(x/β)]−1 with unknown
value of parameter β. The task is to estimate the value of β using maximum
likelihood and the method moments estimator. Fisher Information for this
distribution is given by I(β) = 1/β2.

From the maximum-likelihood method we get

β̄ = 1
ν

ν∑
i=1

xi, (2.23)

which is a sample mean and constitutes an unbiased estimator. If we take
f(x) = x, in the method of moments, we get the same estimator as in the
maximum-likelihood method, because Eβ[x] = β.

The uncertainty ∆β̄ is sensitive to the sample size ν as can be seen in Fig. 2.5.
For large sample size probability distribution of β̄ tends to a Normal distribution
centered at the true value of β, with a variance 1/νI(β). Also, the error-
propagation formula

∆θ̄2 = 1
ν

Eβ[(x− Eβ[x])2]∣∣∣ ∂∂βEβ[x]
∣∣∣2 , (2.24)

saturates the Cramér-Rao bound and thus provides good prediction about
uncertainty only for large sample sizes.
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Fig. 2.5: Probability distribution of the estimator β̄ for different sample sizes (a) ν = 1
(b) ν = 100. For large sample size it tends to a Normal distribution (blue
solid line) centered at the true value β = 5, with variance 1/νI(β).

2.2.2 Ultimate precision

Different measurements lead to different probability distributions p(x|θ) and there-
fore change value of the Fisher Information (2.18). Can we increase the Fisher
Information indefinitely by changing the measurement? The answer is negative,
but we can provide an expression for the upper bound of the Fisher Information
depending solely on the quantum state ρ̂θ. Optimization of the Fisher Information
over POVM measurement gives the notion of the quantum Fisher Information FQ[ρ̂θ],
which is a central object in quantum metrology [53]. It provides an ultimate lower
bound on the precision ∆θ̄, stated as the Quantum Cramér-Rao bound

∆θ̄ > 1√
ν · FQ[ρ̂θ]

. (2.25)

In general the quantum Fisher Information (QFI) can be calculated as

FQ[ρ̂θ] = Tr{ρ̂θL̂2
θ}, (2.26)

where L̂θ is a symmetric logarithmic derivative (SLD) operator. Formally, it satisfies
the relation ∂θρ̂θ = (L̂θρ̂θ + ρ̂θL̂θ)/2. In what follows, we are only interested in a
unitary phase encoding of the form (2.14) generated by the quantum interferometer.
In this case, the QFI can be written in the form [53, 101]

FQ[ρ̂, Λ̂n] = 2
∑
k,l

(vk − vl)2

vk + vl
|〈k|Λ̂n|l〉|2, (2.27)

where vk and |k〉 are eigenvalues and eigenstates of the density matrix ρ̂ i.e. ρ̂ =∑
k vk|k〉〈k|. For pure states ρ̂ = |ψ〉〈ψ| Eq. (2.27) reduces to

FQ[ρ̂, Λ̂n] = 4〈(∆Λ̂n)2〉, (2.28)

where 〈(∆Λ̂n)2〉 = 〈ψ|Λ̂2
n|ψ〉 − 〈ψ|Λ̂n|ψ〉2 denotes variance. The QFI (2.27) depends

on the quantum state ρ̂ and the interferometer type defined by the operator Λ̂n.
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Because Λ̂n is written as a linear combination of the Lie algebra generators i.e.
Λ̂n =

∑8
i=1 niΛ̂i, with ‖n‖ = 1 we can rewrite Eq. (2.27) in the form

FQ[ρ̂, Λ̂n] = 4nT · Γ[ρ̂] · n, (2.29)

where the Γ[ρ̂] is 8×8 symmetric matrix called the covariance matrix defined below

Γij [ρ̂] = 1
2
∑
k,l

(vk − vl)2

vk + vl
Re
[
〈k|Λ̂i|l〉〈l|Λ̂j |k〉

]
=
∑
k

vk

[1
2〈k|{Λ̂i, Λ̂j}|k〉 − 〈k|Λ̂i|k〉〈k|Λ̂j |k〉

]
− 4

∑
k>l

vkvl
vk + vl

Re
[
〈k|Λ̂i|l〉〈k|Λ̂j |l〉

]
. (2.30)

The unit length vector n defines an interferometer Λ̂n for which the QFI can be
calculated from Eq. (2.29). Depending on the type of the interferometer the value
of the QFI changes. For any input quantum state ρ̂ there exists and interferometer
Λ̂opt =

∑8
i=1 n

opt
i Λ̂i, such that the QFI FQ[ρ̂, Λ̂n] 6 F [ρ̂, Λ̂opt]. The optimal QFI

FQ[ρ̂] := F [ρ̂, Λ̂opt] is determined by the maximal eigenvalue γmax of the covariance
matrix (2.30) and equals FQ[ρ̂] = 4γmax. The vector nopt, which optimally employ the
state in an interferometer, is an eigenvector of the covariance matrix corresponding
to the maximal eigenvalue. According to the Quantum Cramér-Rao bound, the
optimal QFI sets the ultimate bound on the precision ∆θ̄ in a three-mode quantum
interferometer [see Fig. 2.6]

(∆θ̄opt
√
ν)−2 = FQ[ρ̂]. (2.31)

ρ̂ ρ̂θ p(x|θ) θ̄(x)

phase
encoding

measurement
(POVM) Π̂x estimator

Fig. 2.6: Flow diagram for the quantum parameter estimation procedure. Information
about unknown phase is imprinted on the initial state ρ̂ resulting in a new state
ρ̂θ. Next, a quantum measurement with operator Π̂x is performed with the state
ρ̂θ yielding a family of parametric models P = {p(x|θ), θ ∈ R}, with probability
distribution p(x|θ) = Tr{ρ̂θΠ̂x}. Lastly, an estimator θ̄(x) is constructed form a
sequence of data x = (x1, x2, . . . , xν). At every stage, starting from right to left,
we can perform optimization that reduce the error ∆θ̄. Firstly, optimization over
unbiased estimators leads to the Cramér-Rao bound ∆θ̄CR = (νI(θ))−1/2. Secondly,
optimization over POVM measurements results in the Quantum Cramér-Rao bound
∆θ̄QCR = (νFQ[ρ̂θ])−1/2. Lastly, phase encoding step can be optimized for linear
interferometers yielding optimal Quantum Fisher Information FQ[ρ̂] which sets
the ultimate bound on the precision ∆θ̄ = (νFQ[ρ̂])−1/2.
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2.2.3 Role of multiparticle entanglement

We consider the collective unitary transformation acting on the N particle quantum
state ρ̂

ρ̂θ = e−iθĥ · ρ̂ · eiθĥ, (2.32)

where ĥ =
∑N
l=1 ĥl is a sum of local single-particle Hamiltonians ĥl acting selectively

on the l-th particle. We assume that the Hamiltonians ĥl have the same form so that
each particle is affected in the same way. Now, we want to remind that the value of
the FQ[ρ̂, ĥ] is sensitive to the depth of multiparticle entanglement of the state ρ̂. We
define k-producible state as follows

ρ̂k-prod =
∑
α

pα

r⊗
l=1

ρ̂(l)
α , (2.33)

where each ρ̂
(l)
α is a state of at most k particles i.e. Nl 6 k and

∑r
l=1Nl = N .

Normalization condition requires
∑
α pα = 1. For example, a separable state ρ̂sep has

the general form

ρ̂sep =
∑
α

pα

N⊗
l=1

ρ̂(l)
α . (2.34)

The k-producible state is 1, 2, . . . , (k − 1) -producible, as well. However, if the state
is k-producible, but not (k − 1)-producible, then it is k-particle entangled. The QFI
for k-producible state is bounded from above and satisfies [56, 128]

FQ[ρ̂k-prod, ĥ] 6 (hmax − hmin)2
{⌊

N

k

⌋
k2 +

(
N −

⌊
N

k

⌋
k

)2
}
, (2.35)

where bxc denotes the floor function and hmax,min are maximal and minimal eigen-
values of local Hamiltonian ĥl. Given a quantum state ρ̂, we can always bound its
QFI value FQ[ρ̂, ĥ] from above by the right hand side of Eq. (2.35) with some k and
from below by (k − 1). It follows that, the state ρ̂ is at least k-particle entangled.

Specifically, the QFI for a separable state cannot be larger then the total number of
particles multiplied by a constant:

FQ[ρ̂sep, ĥ] 6 (hmax − hmin)2N. (2.36)

On the other hand, for N -particle entangled state ρ̂N-ent one gets at most

FQ[ρ̂N-ent, ĥ] = (hmax − hmin)2N2. (2.37)
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Based on the Quantum Cramér-Rao bound (2.25) we introduce

∆θ̄SQL = 1√
νN |hmax − hmin|

, (2.38)

∆θ̄HL = 1√
νN |hmax − hmin|

, (2.39)

with the standard quantum limit (SQL) ∆θ̄SQL, where N independent particles en-
hance the statistics and act as if N times more measurements were performed.
The Heisenberg limit (HL) ∆θ̄HL improves the precision by a factor of 1/

√
N be-

yond the SQL. This scaling cannot be obtained using classical resources. Quantum
correlations between the particles in the form of entanglement are necessary. Specif-
ically, by engineering quantum entanglement between independent particles one
can increase the estimation precision ∆θ̄ without changing the setup. In this sense,
quantum entanglement ceases to be a mathematical abstraction and has practical
application [42].

Interferometric transformation (2.14) with operator Λ̂n is a sum of local operators
acting independently on each qutrit. Therefore, the FQ[ρ̂, Λ̂n] is a measure of
multiparticle entanglement. Note, FQ[ρ̂] > (hmax − hmin)2N implies that the state ρ̂
is entangled, but in general the reverse is not true [57]. There exist entangled states
that are not useful for quantum metrology. Both, the SQL (2.38) and the HL (2.39)
depend on the type of the interferometer, i.e. on the operator Λ̂n. Nevertheless,
the spectrum of a general traceless, hermitian matrix with Tr{Λ2

n} = 2 (equivalent
to ‖n‖ = 1) is bounded and one can write

√
3 6 |hmax − hmin| 6 2. In the most

optimal case, the three-mode quantum interferometer gives ∆θ̄SQL
√
ν = 1/2

√
N and

∆θ̄HL
√
ν = 1/2N .

2.2.4 Squeezing parameter

The precision bound provided in terms of the QFI does not refer to any estima-
tion strategy or quantum measurement. One of the most important experimental
technique in the atomic physics is the Ramsey spectroscopy, that allows for precise
determination of the transition frequency ω0 of a two-level atom [16]. The transition
frequency may in reverse be altered by external fields of unknown strength. There-
fore, Ramsey spectroscopy can be used in high precision measurements. The concept
of squeezing parameter ξ was initially introduced for this technique [139, 140].
Although, it was designed for two-level atoms it has a nice algebraic formulation that
allows for straightforward generalization without going into the physical details.
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Assume that a collection of N , 3 level atoms can be described by the following
Hamiltonian

Ĥ = −~ω0Ĵz − ~Ω[Ĵy cos(ωt)− Ĵx sin(ωt)]. (2.40)

Generally, parameter ω0 is unknown and our task is to estimate its value from
measurement of Ŝz after a three stage process. In the Ramsey technique of separate
oscillatory fields, the value of ω0 is not measured directly, but the frequency ω is
locked with ω0. Firstly, the initial state |ψ(0)〉 evolves with the Hamiltonian (2.40)
during a time τ = π/(2Ω). Secondly, the resulting state evolves freely for time
∆t = T , with Ω = 0 in the Eq. (2.40). Lastly, the first stage is repeated. We
assume that T � τ and Ω � |ωr|, where ωr = ω0 − ω. Due to time-dependence
of the Hamiltonian (2.40) is much easier to work in the rotating frame where the
state |ψR(t)〉 := exp(itωĴz)|ψ(t)〉 solves the Schrödinger equation with the time-
independent Hamiltonian ĤR = −~ωrĴz − ~ΩĴy. Operator Ĵz after the final stage
at time tf = T + 2τ can be written as

Ĵz(tf ) = ei
τ
~ ĤRe−iTωrĴzei

τ
~ ĤRe−iωtf Ĵz Ĵze

iωtf Ĵze−i
τ
~ ĤReiTωrĴze−i

τ
~ ĤR . (2.41)

Because, ĤR ≈ −~ΩĴy the Eq. (2.41) can be rewritten in a simpler form

Ĵz(tf ) = e−i
π
2 Ĵye−iTωrĴze−i

π
2 Ĵy Ĵze

iπ2 ĴyeiTωrĴzei
π
2 Ĵy

= −Ĵz cos θ + Ĵy sin θ, (2.42)

with θ = Tωr. From error-propagation formula (2.22) the precision ∆θ̄ with which
we can determine θ (which is linked with ω0) is given by

∆θ̄2 = 1
m

〈(∆Ĵz(tf ))2〉∣∣∣ ∂∂θ 〈Ĵz(tf )〉
∣∣∣2 . (2.43)

It is advantageous (even in the presence of added noise) to perform the estimation
procedure very close to the point θ where the function 〈Ĵz(tf )〉 has the highest slope.
Before, going further we need to make a comment about the initial state |ψ(0)〉. In
general, the mean spin vector 〈Ĵ〉, where Ĵ = (Ĵx, Ĵy, Ĵz), calculated with the initial
state has all three components different from 0. In such a case, we can always rotate
|ψ(0)〉 such that 〈Ĵ〉 is left with non-zero z-component and the variance 〈(∆Ĵy)2〉 is
minimal. After the initial optimization, the precision (2.43) takes the form

∆θ̄2 = 1
m

〈(∆Ĵ2
y 〉

〈Ĵz〉2
= ∆θ̄2

SQL
4N〈(∆Ĵ2

y 〉
〈Ĵz〉2

, (2.44)
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calculated at θ = π(1/2 + k), k ∈ Z. We put ∆θ̄ = 1/(2
√
mN) in Eq. (2.44) in order

to define the squeezing parameter ξ as

ξ2 =
4N〈(∆Ĵ2

y 〉
〈Ĵz〉2

, (2.45)

or if the initial state was not subject to optimization the squeezing parameter in
general is

ξ2 = 4N min〈(∆Ĵ2
⊥〉∥∥∥〈Ĵ〉∥∥∥2 , (2.46)

where min〈(∆Ĵ2
⊥〉 denotes the minimal variance of a spin component normal to the

mean spin vector 〈Ĵ〉. By evaluating the squeezing parameter for the initial state we
can learn if the estimation precision ∆θ̄ beats the SQL. Also, ξ < 1 is possible only
when the initial state is entangled. It follows from inequality [42]

4N
FQ[ρ̂, Ĵx]

6
4N〈(∆Ĵ2

y 〉
〈Ĵz〉2

, (2.47)

that holds for any quantum state ρ̂.

It may happen that 〈Ĵ〉 = 0. In such a scenario, the procedure outlined before
can not be used, because there is no signal from which we can determine θ. We
need to search for another triple of operator Ŝ = (Ŝ1, Ŝ2, Ŝ3) spanning the su(2) Lie
algebra with commutation relations [Ŝi, Ŝj ] = ifεijkŜk. Coefficient f is an integer
with possible value f = 1 or f = 2. In the su(3) algebra we have two classes of
su(2) subalgrebras distinguished by the value of f . For example, spin operators
{Ĵx, Ĵy, Ĵz} belong to f = 1, whereas {D̂xy, Q̂xy, Ĵz} belong to f = 2. Similarly as
in the spin case, the operator Ŝ3 after the final time tf = T + 2τ takes the form

Ŝ3(tf ) = e
−i π2f Ŝ2e−iTωrŜ3e

−i π2f Ŝ2Ŝ3e
i π2f Ŝ2eiTωrŜ3e

i π2f Ŝ2

= −Ŝ3 cos(fθ) + Ŝ2 sin(fθ). (2.48)

Once we know how the transformation is performed we can skip the details and
define the squeezing parameter

ξ2 = 4Nmin〈(∆Ŝ⊥)2〉

f2
∥∥∥〈Ŝ〉∥∥∥2 . (2.49)

Different subalgebras may give different value of ξ. We have the resources we
can always search for operators Ŝi that give the lowest possible value of ξ. In the
Example 2.2 we show that the so called coherent states, which are pure, separable
states are never squeezed.
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Example 2.2 We pick up the following definition of spin squeezing parameter

ξ2 = 4N〈(∆Ĵz)2〉
〈Ĵx〉2

.

For any pure, separable state of the form (coherent state)

|ψ〉 = 1√
N !

(ζ+â
†
+ + ζ0â

†
0 + ζ−â

†
−)N |vac〉,

with |ζ+|2 + |ζ0|2 + |ζ−|2 = 1, the squeezing parameter equals

ξ2 = 2 |ζ+|2 + |ζ−|2 − (|ζ+|2 − |ζ−|2)2

Re2(ζ+ζ∗0 + ζ0ζ∗−)
> 1.

All coherent states are never squeezed. For example, the state which saturates
the inequality is (ζ+, ζ0, ζ−) = (ε,±

√
1− 2ε2, ε), when ε→ 0:

lim
ε→0

4ε2

4ε2(1− 2ε2) = 1. (2.50)

When deriving the equations we used the fact that

〈Ĵx〉 =
√

2N · Re(ζ+ζ
∗
0 + ζ0ζ

∗
−),

〈(∆Ĵz)2〉 = N
[
|ζ+|2 + |ζ−|2 − (|ζ+|2 − |ζ−|2)2

]
.
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3
Metrologically useful states of
spinor F = 1 Bose-Einstein
condensates

Multi-component Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) have been already recognized as
realistic, highly controllable and tunable systems for the entangled states generation
[119, 46, 108, 153, 141, 66, 118, 48, 74, 100, 4, 102, 32] useful for quantum
interferometry [134, 96]. This chapter concentrates on spin F = 1 Bose condensate
with three internal states numerated by the quantum magnetic number mF = 0,±1
for the situation of current experimental relevance [118], where total number of
atoms N can be on the order of 104 and the net magnetization M = N+ − N−
is conserved. Additionally, due to proper adjustment of the trapping frequency
and atom density the condensate forms in the single spatial mode with thermally
populated internal degrees of freedom [34, 17]. Usefulness of the system for atomic
interferometry is investigated experimentally nowadays [48, 35, 82, 83], including
observation of the twin Fock state [82, 83]. So far all efforts concentrated around
M = 0. We show that concentration on specific value of the magnetization is very
limiting. Competition between non-linear interactions and quadratic Zeeman effect
results in a phase diagram with quantum states distinguished by the Heisenberg-like
scaling of the QFI for any value of the magnetization. Finite temperature does not
destroy N2 scaling of the QFI. It can even become a resource that increases the QFI.
Lastly, we point out that metrological usefulness of the quantum states in spinor Bose
condensate depends on the initial control of the magnetization. In general, when
imperfections result in a quantum state with finite variance of the magnetization
∆M , the Heisenberg-like scaling of the QFI is preserved as long as ∆M �

√
N .

3.1 System Hamiltonian

The physics of ultra-cold quantum gases is determined by the inter-atomic interac-
tions. At low temperatures and densities, the two-body s-wave collisions dominate
resulting in a contact interaction potential. When two atoms with massM and total
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spin vector F1, F2 collide, the collective spin F = F1 + F2 is conserved and the
interaction potential has the form [118]

V (r1 − r2) = δ(r1 − r2)(c0 + c2F1 · F2), (3.1)

where c0 and c2 are spin-independent and spin-dependent interaction strengths,
respectively. In most physical systems |c0| � |c2|. The many body physics of
spinor F = 1 Bose gases with internal levels mF = 0,±1 can be described by the
Hamiltonian in second quantization [106]

Ĥ =
∑

mF=0,±1

∫
d3r Ψ̂†mF (r)ĥ0Ψ̂mF (r) +

∑
mF=0,±1

∫
d3r Ψ̂†mF (r)

[
p̄mF + q̄m2

F

]
Ψ̂mF (r)

+ c0
2

∑
mF ,m

′
F=0,±1

∫
d3r Ψ̂†mF (r)Ψ̂†m′F (r)Ψ̂m′F

(r)Ψ̂mF (r) + ĤA (3.2)

ĤA = c2
2

∫
d3r

[
Ψ̂†+(r)Ψ̂†+(r)Ψ̂+(r)Ψ̂+(r) + Ψ̂†−(r)Ψ̂†−(r)Ψ̂−(r)Ψ̂−(r)

+ 2Ψ̂†+(r)Ψ̂†0(r)Ψ̂+(r)Ψ̂0(r) + 2Ψ̂†−(r)Ψ̂†0(r)Ψ̂−(r)Ψ̂0(r)

− 2Ψ̂†+(r)Ψ̂†−(r)Ψ̂+(r)Ψ̂−(r) + 2Ψ̂†0(r)Ψ̂†0(r)Ψ̂+(r)Ψ̂−(r)

+2Ψ̂†+(r)Ψ̂†−(r)Ψ̂0(r)Ψ̂0(r)
]
, (3.3)

where ĥ0 = −~2∇2/2M + U(r), describes single particle kinetic energy with ex-
ternal trapping potential U(r). Bosonic field operators Ψ̂†mF (r) creates a parti-
cles in internal state mF at position r and satisfy standard commutation relations
[Ψ̂mF (r), Ψ̂†m′F (r′)] = δmFm′F δ(r − r′). Linear and quadratic Zeeman effects are
included with p̄ = gµBB and q̄ = (gµBB)2/∆Ehf, where g is the Landé g-factor,
B is the strength of the magnetic field and ∆Ehf is the hyperfine energy splitting.
Parameter p̄ is always positive. On the other hand, q̄ can be both positive and
negative by changing the sign of the ∆Ehf. For example microwave dressing of
the state mF = 0 can shift the the q to negative values [39]. The next two terms
describe contact interactions described by the potential (3.1). Almost all terms in
the Hamiltonian (3.2) conserve particle number in each internal state, except the
last two terms in Eq. (3.3) which transfer two particles from mF = 0 to mF = ±1
and vice versa [see Fig. 3.1]. Hamiltonian (3.2) can be written down in a com-
pact form using particle number density operators N̂mF (r) = Ψ̂†mF (r)Ψ̂mF (r) and
spin vector density Ĵi=x,y,z(r) =

∑
mF ,m

′
F

Ψ̂†mF (r)(Ji)mFm′F Ψ̂m′F
(r), where Ji=x,y,z are

spin-1 matrices defined in Eq. (2.8). After some algebra we get

Ĥ =
∑

mF=0,±1

∫
d3r Ψ̂†mF (r)ĥ0Ψ̂†mF (r) +

∫
d3r

{
p̄Ĵz(r) + q̄[N̂+(r) + N̂−(r)]

}
+ c0

2

∫
d3r N̂(r)[N̂(r)− 1] + c2

2

∫
d3r [Ĵ2(r)− 2N̂(r)], (3.4)
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mF = +1 mF = 0 mF = −1

∆E−

∆E+

Fig. 3.1: In spinor F = 1 Bose gas two colliding particles in state mF = 0 can annihilate
creating a pair of particles in mF = ±1 states and vice versa. In the presence of
external magnetic field energy levels shift with respect tomF = 0 with ∆E+ = p̄+q̄
and ∆E− = −p̄+ q̄, due to Zeeman effect. In both 87Rb and 23Na Landé g-factor
is negative, g = −1/2. For this reason mF = +1 energy level is lower than the
mF = 0.

where N̂(r) =
∑
mF

N̂mF (r) and Ĵ(r) = (Ĵx(r), Ĵy(r), Ĵz(r)). The Hamiltonian (3.4)
commutes with the total particle number N̂ =

∫
d3rN̂(r) and z-component of the

spin Ĵz =
∫
d3rĴz(r). It follows that eigenstates of the Hamiltonian can be labeled

by N - total number of particles and M - eigenvalue of Ĵz. The quantum number M
is referred to as magnetization and takes values M = −N,−N + 1, . . . , N .

Internal and external degrees of freedom are coupled together in the Hamilto-
nian (3.4). Due to spin-dependent interactions, atoms in different spin states may
tend to spatially separate while in a trap. If the cost of lowering spin interaction
energy over kinetic energy is higher, then the system develops spatially varying spin
configuration of the order parameter, known as spin textures [69, 133]. However, un-
der certain conditions all three components may occupy the same spatial mode and
the internal degrees of freedom can be treated independently. In particular, when the
spin healing length ξs =

√
~2/2M|c2|n, where n is the atom density, is larger than

the condensate size then the external dynamics will be suppressed [13, 151, 107,
147, 18]. In fact, for a spherically symmetric trapping potential U(r) =Mω2r2/2
it was estimated [18] that µ/~ω .

√
c0/|c2|, where µ is the chemical potential.

This condition imposes either lower bound on the trapping frequency ω or upper
bound on the atom density n. When the size of the condensate is small enough
we can approximate the field operators Ψ̂mF (r) ≈ φSMA(r)âmF , where âmF are
annihilation operators for internal degrees of freedom and φSMA(r) is the single-mode
approximation (SMA) wavefunction which is the ground state of the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation [49][

− ~2

2M∇
2 + U(r) + c0N |φSMA(r)|2

]
φSMA(r) = µφSMA(r), (3.5)
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with normalization condition
∫
d3r|φSMA(r)|2 = 1. Under the SMA Hamiltonian (3.4)

simplifies and takes the form

Ĥ = µN̂ − c′0N̂(N̂ − 1) + c′2(Ĵ2 − 2N̂)− p̄Ĵz + q̄(N̂ − N̂0), (3.6)

with modified collisional coefficients 2c′i = ci
∫
d3r|φSMA(r)|4. In the Hamilto-

nian (3.6) we used su(3) spin operators Ĵ = (Ĵx, Ĵy, Ĵz), defined in Eq. (2.10)
and the total number of particles N̂ =

∑
mF

N̂mF , where N̂mF = â†mF âmF . Mod-
ified couplings c′i are now particle number N dependent. In the Thomas-Fermi
approximation for a spherically symmetric harmonic trap with frequency ω, i.e.
U(r) =Mω2r2/2 the SMA density (3.5) becomes

|φSMA(r)|2 = 1
2Nc0

Mω2R2 max
[
1− r2

R2 , 0
]
, (3.7)

where R = (15Nc0/4πMω2)1/5 is the Thomas-Fermi radius defined through normal-
ization condition

∫
d3r|φSMA(r)|2 = 1. From Eq. (3.7) we get

c′i = 2ci
∫
d3r|φSMA(r)|4 = 15ci

7π

( 15Nc0
4πMω2

)−3/5
∝ N−3/5. (3.8)

We observe that the SMA coupling constants in the Hamiltonian (3.6) are getting
smaller as the number of particles N grows.

When a collection of atoms is prepared in a quantum state belonging to a fixed
magnetization subspace M , it will remain within this subspace for the whole evo-
lution time, because there are no processes in the Hamiltonian (3.6) that would
allow for relaxation of magnetization (like e.q. dipole-dipole interactions). The
same situation occurs during cooling and equilibration of the Bose gas. However,
the final quantum state depends on the prior distribution of magnetization which is
not typically peaked at M , but is spread over other subspaces with finite weights
wM . In most experiments the prior distribution is preserves during equilibration and
the general density matrix takes the form [17]

ρ̂ =
N∑

M̄=−N

wM̄ ρ̂M̄ , (3.9)

where ρ̂M̄ = P̂M̄e
−βĤP̂M̄/ZM̄ is a thermal state in the subspace of fixed magne-

tization M̄ , with projection operator P̂M̄ , and ZM̄ is the partition function en-
suring Tr{ρ̂M̄} = 1. The distribution of magnetization is modeled by the nor-
malized discrete Gaussian weights wM̄ = exp[−(M − M̄)2/2σ2]/Z, where Z =
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∑
M̄ exp[−(M − M̄)2/2σ2]. It is very convenient to drop constant terms in Eq. (3.6)

and define the Hamiltonian in dimensionless units

Ĥ
|c|

= sign(c2)
2N Ĵ2 − qN̂0, (3.10)

where c = c′2N and q = q̄/|c|. The Hamiltonian (3.10) has a block diagonal structure
in the Fock state basis |M,kM 〉 ≡ |kM , N +M −2kM , kM −M〉. Every magnetization
subspace is degenerate and support many quantum states depending on the value of
q. In order to analyze metrological properties of quantum states (3.9) we diagonalize
the Hamiltonian (3.10) numerically in the Fock state basis and calculate the quantum
Fisher Information (QFI).

M̄ = 0

M̄ = −1

M̄ = 1

. . .

. . .

M̄ = −N

M̄ = N

(a)

ρ̂M̄−2

ρ̂M̄−1

ρ̂M̄

ρ̂M̄+1

ρ̂M̄+2

(b)

Fig. 3.2: The SMA spinor Hamiltonian has a block diagonal structure (a) in the eigenbasis
of Ĵz, e.q. in the Fock state basis. Each block has a fixed magnetization value
M̄ and is degenerate with the size dimM̄ ' (N − |M̄ |)/2, thus shrinks as the
magnetization grows. Finally, there is only one state left when |M | = N . The
general quantum state in spinor condensates ρ̂ =

∑
M̄ wM̄ ρ̂M̄ is a combination

of thermal states ρ̂M̄ within fixed magnetization subspace (b). The weights wM̄
are usually modeled by the discrete Gaussian function with mean 〈M̄〉 = M and
variance ∆M̄ ' σ.

3.2 Quantum Fisher Information

The state defined in Eq. (3.9) is invariant with respect to rotations around Ĵz operator
i.e. ρ̂ϕ = exp(−iϕĴz)ρ̂ exp(iϕĴz) = ρ̂, for any ϕ. This symmetry significantly reduces
the form of the covariance matrix (2.30). It follows, that Γ[ρ̂ϕ] = Γ[ρ̂]. Instead of
rotating the state in Γ[ρ̂ϕ] we can transfer the rotation to the su(3) generators and in
fact rotate the whole covariance matrix Γ[ρ̂]. For any angle ϕ we have

Γ[ρ̂ϕ] = Rϕ · Γ[ρ̂] · RTϕ , (3.11)
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with the rotation matrix Rϕ defined as

Rϕ =



cosϕ 0 − sinϕ 0 0 0 0 0
0 cosϕ 0 − sinϕ 0 0 0 0

sinϕ 0 cosϕ 0 0 0 0 0
0 sinϕ 0 cosϕ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 cos 2ϕ − sin 2ϕ 0 0
0 0 0 0 sin 2ϕ cos 2ϕ 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


, (3.12)

in the ordered basis {Ĵx, Q̂zx, Ĵy, Q̂yz, D̂xy, Q̂xy, Ŷ , Ĵz} i.e. Λ̂1 = Ĵx, Λ̂2 = Q̂zx etc.
Combining everything we get the condition for the covariance matrix:

∀ϕ Γ[ρ̂] = Rϕ · Γ[ρ̂] · RTϕ . (3.13)

The above condition combined with definition of the covariance matrix and self-
adjoint property of the Hamiltonian results in the following relations Γ11 = Γ33,
Γ55 = Γ66, Γ23 = −Γ14, Γ22 = Γ44, Γ34 = Γ12 and Γ77 6= 0. The elements not
specified in the list are identically equal zero. Finally, the covariance matrix takes
the block diagonal structure

Γ[ρ̂] = Γ0 ⊕ Γ0 ⊕ [Γ55]⊕ [Γ55]⊕ [Γ77]⊕ [0], (3.14)

where

Γ0 =
(

Γ11 Γ12

Γ12 Γ22

)
. (3.15)

The block diagonal form of the covariance matrix (3.14) allows for analytical deter-
mination of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues:

• λA = Γ55 (double degenerate). The corresponding operator is

Λ̂(A)
n =

√
αD̂xy +

√
1− αQ̂xy, α ∈ [0, 1]. (3.16)

• λB = (Γ11 + Γ22 +
√

4Γ2
12 + (Γ11 − Γ22)2)/2 (double degenerate). The corre-

sponding operator is

Λ̂(B)
n =

√
αJ̃x(γ) +

√
1− αJ̃y(γ), α ∈ [0, 1] (3.17)

J̃x(γ) = Ĵx + γQ̂zx√
1 + γ2 , (3.18)

J̃y(γ) = Ĵy + γQ̂yz√
1 + γ2 . (3.19)
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where γ = (Γ22 − Γ11 +
√

4Γ2
12 + (Γ11 − Γ22)2)/(2Γ12).

• λC = Γ77. The corresponding operator is

Λ̂(C)
n = Ŷ . (3.20)

• λD = (Γ11 + Γ22 −
√

4Γ2
12 + (Γ11 − Γ22)2)/2 (double degenerate). The corre-

sponding operator is

Λ̂(D)
n =

√
αJ̃x(γD) +

√
1− αJ̃y(γD), α ∈ [0, 1] (3.21)

J̃x(γD) = Ĵx + γDQ̂zx√
1 + γ2

D

, (3.22)

J̃y(γD) = Ĵy + γDQ̂yz√
1 + γ2

D

. (3.23)

where γD = (Γ22 − Γ11 −
√

4Γ2
12 + (Γ11 − Γ22)2)/(2Γ12).

Notice that λB > λD. The optimal QFI is

FQ[ρ̂] = 4 max(λ1, λ2, λ3). (3.24)

In the limit Γ12 → 0, λB,D are chosen between Γ11 and Γ22. Corresponding operators
are Λ̂n =

√
αĴx +

√
1− αĴy and Λ̂n =

√
αQ̂zx +

√
1− αQ̂yz.

3.2.1 Pure states

When weights wM in Eq. (3.9) are peaked at some magnetization M , i.e. wM̄ =
δM̄,M and the temperature T = 0, we are dealing with pure state |ψ〉 which is the
ground state of the Hamiltonian (3.6) within fixed magnetization subspace. In the
case of a pure state covariance matrix takes a simple form

Γij [|ψ〉] = 1
2〈Λ̂iΛ̂j + Λ̂jΛi〉 − 〈Λ̂i〉〈Λ̂j〉. (3.25)
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All non-zero elements can be explicitly written down using creation and annihilation
operators.

Γ11 = 1
2〈N̂+ + 2N̂0 + N̂− + 2N̂0N̂− + 2N̂0N̂+ + 2â†+â

†
−â0â0 + 2â†0â

†
0â+â−〉,

(3.26a)

Γ22 = 1
2〈N̂+ + 2N̂0 + N̂− + 2N̂0N̂− + 2N̂0N̂+ − 2â†+â

†
−â0â0 − 2â†0â

†
0â+â−〉,

(3.26b)

Γ12 = 1
2〈N̂+ − N̂− − 2N̂0N̂− + 2N̂0N̂+〉, (3.26c)

Γ55 = 〈N̂+ + N̂− + 2N̂+N̂−〉. (3.26d)

Γ77 = 1
3〈(N̂+ + N̂− − 2N̂0)2〉 − 1

3〈N̂+ + N̂− − 2N̂0〉2. (3.26e)

Recall that the state |ψ〉 is defined within fixed magnetization block. Thus, expec-
tation value over all terms in the covariance matrix that change magnetization are
zero.

In the limit of large particle number, elements of the covariance matrix (3.26)
can be analyzed in the mean field approximation. Essentially, idea behind the
mean-field approximation is that all expectation values 〈Â〉 of some operator Â are
replaced by expectation values calculated with the coherent state |ζ〉 = (ζ+â

†
+ +

ζ0â
†
0 + ζ−â

†
−)N |0〉/

√
N !, where ζmF = √ρmF eiθmF . Practically, all annihilation

operators âmF need to be replaced by complex numbers âmF →
√
NρmF e

iθmF ,
where values of ρmF and θmF are to be determined from minimization of the mean
field energy per particle E using system Hamiltonian (3.10). There are 2 constraints
on ρmF . Firstly, conservation of total particle number N requires

∑
mF

ρmF = 1.
Secondly, conservation of magnetization gives ρ+−ρ− = m, wherem is the fractional
magnetization or magnetization per particle m = M/N . Consequently, the mean
field energy per particle can be written down as a function of ρ0 and takes the form

E(ρ0) = 〈Ĥ〉mean field

N
= cρ0[(1− ρ0) +

√
(1− ρ0)2 −m2 cos θ]− q̄ρ0, (3.27)

where all constant terms involving N or m were dropped. In the Eq. (3.27) θ =
2θ0 − θ+ − θ−. Minimization of the energy in Eq. (3.27) results in locking of the
phase θ at a fixed value. For anti-ferromagnetic interactions (c2 > 0) the value of
θ = π. In the case of ferromagnetic interactions (c2 < 0) the value θ = 0. Further
minimization with respect to ρ0 gives a phase diagram shown in the Fig. 3.4. We
can distinguish four different phases:
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• Polar (P)
This phase is present only when m = 0. In a polar phase ρ0 = 1, thus all
particles occupy state mF = 0. The mean field energy (3.27) reduces to

E(ρ0) =

−q̄ρ0, for c2 > 0,

−|c|ρ0[2(1− ρ0) + q̄], for c2 < 0.
(3.28)

Polar phase is present at q > 0, when c2 > 0 and for q > 2, when c2 < 0 [see
Fig. 3.3]. Since only single mode is occupied the optimal QFI equals the SQL.
From Eq. (3.26) we have non-zero elements Γ11 = Γ22 = N . Optimal operator
is e.q. Λ̂opt = Ĵy or Λ̂opt = Q̂yz.

1

q

ρ0

c2 > 0

−2 2

1

q

ρ0

c2 < 0

Fig. 3.3: Ground state occupation of mF = 0 in the mean field approximation, for m = 0.
Polar phase is present when q > 0 (c2 > 0) and q > 2 (c2 < 0).

• Anti-ferromagnetic (AF)
In this phase particles are distributed among mF = ±1 and ρ± = (1±m)/2.
The state mF = 0 is depleted. This phase is present for q < qc, where qc is
found from minimization of (3.27), for which ρ0 = 0. We get

qc =

1−
√

1−m2, for c2 > 0,

−(1 +
√

1−m2), for c2 < 0.
(3.29)

Anti-ferromagnetic phase is an example of a two-mode phase and for this
reason gives large value of the QFI. From Eq. (3.26) we get non-zero elements
Γ11 = Γ22 = N/2, Γ12 = Nm and Γ55 = N +N2(1−m2)/2. The optimal QFI
has Heisenberg scaling and equals FQ ' 2N2(1−m2). The optimal operator
is e.q. Λ̂opt = Q̂xy.

• Ferromagnetic (F)
This phase is present for extreme values of the magnetization |m| = 1. Only
single component is occupied mF = ±1 depending on the sing of m. Similarly
as in the polar phase, optimal QFI is equal to the SQL. From Eq. (3.26) we
have non-zero elements Γ11 = Γ22 = N/2, Γ12 = ±N/2, Γ55 = N . Optimal
operator is e.q. Λ̂opt = (Ĵy ± Q̂yz)/

√
2 or Λ̂opt = Q̂xy.
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• Broken-axisymmetry (BA)
Name of the phase is derived from a non-zero transversal component of the
spin 〈Ĵ⊥〉 =

√
〈Ĵx〉2 + 〈Ĵy〉2. This is the most general situation where all

components can be occupied ρ± = (1 − ρ0 ± m)/2, with ρ0 ∈ [0, 1 − |m|]
minimizing the mean field energy (3.27). As far as the QFI is concerned, there
is a competition between optimal operator Λ̂(A)

opt = Q̂xy and Λ̂(B)
opt = J̃y(γ). We

define threshold occupation ρt of the component mF = 0, for which λA = λB.
From simple calculations we get ρt = (3−

√
4 + 5m2)/5. For ρ < ρt, the optimal

QFI is determined by the operator Λ̂(A)
opt . It switches to Λ̂(B)

opt , when ρ0 > ρt.
At the threshold point the QFI is minimal and equals FQ ' 8N2ρt(1 − ρt).
In the limit q → ∞ only two states are populated, because occupation of
mF = 0 is maximal i.e. ρ0 = 1 − |m|. In this limit Λ̂(B)

opt = (Ĵy ± Q̂yz)/
√

2
and from Eq. (3.26) we get non-zero elements Γ11 = Γ22 ' N2m(1−m) and
Γ12 ' ±N2m(1−m). The optimal QFI is FQ ' 4N2m(1−m).
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Fig. 3.4: Mean field phase diagram of spinor F = 1 condensate, in the SMA approximation,
as a function of fractional magnetization m and quadratic Zeeman strength q. On
the left, anti-ferromagnetic interactions c2 > 0 and on the right, ferromagnetic
interactions c2 > 0. Phase diagram support 4 different phase: ferromagnetic
(F), anti-ferromagnetic (AF), polar (P) and broken axisymmetry (BA). When m is
fixed and q changes, all phase transitions are of the second order. Except, in the
situation c2 > 0, m = 0. Transition between polar and anti-ferromagnetic phases
is of the first order, because order parameter ρ0 is not continuous. Separation
boundary between AF and BA is given by, qc = 1 −

√
1−m2 for c2 > 0 and

qc = −(1 +
√

1−m2) for c2 < 0.

The analysis of the optimal QFI we did separately for each phase can now be put
into a single function

FQ
4N2 =

{ 1
2
(
(1− ρ0)2 −m2) for ρ0 ≤ ρt,
2ρ0(1− ρ0) for ρ0 ≥ ρt,

(3.30)

From the numerical study of the relation ρ0(qt) = ρt we found the approximated
formulas for the threshold point qt: qt− ≈ −1.2 for c2 < 0 and qt+ ≈ 0.8m2 for
c2 > 0. The above formulas agree within 1% with the threshold points obtained by
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exact numerical diagonalization. Comparison of the formula (3.30) with numerical
calculations is shown in Fig. 3.5. We obtain perfect agreement between mean field
theory and exact calculations. Profound reader may be surprised that the mean
field approximation performed so well. Yet, we know from previous chapter that
the QFI for a coherent state cannot exceed SQL. That statement is true and the clue
for Heisenberg-like scaling is hidden in elements of the covariance matrix (3.26).
Before we applied mean-field theory we dropped all terms giving 0, if the pure state
lies within fixed magnetization subspace.

The optimal QFI looks more diverse when plotted as a function of q [see Fig. 3.6 and
Fig. 3.7]. In the AF phase, for q < qc, the QFI is always flat acquiring constant value.
More interesting things happen in the BA phase. First of all, as have been already
mentioned there is a change of optimal QFI operator from Λ̂(A)

opt to Λ̂(B)
opt as q grows.

Moreover, the formula (3.30) tells us that the maximum value of the QFI is attained
when ρ0 = 0.5, if m < 0.5. This coincides with the presence of a local (also global)
maximum, which vanishes for m > 0.5. In all cases when magnetization is non-zero
the maximum value of the QFI is acquired in the BA phase. On the other hand,
when m = 0 the maximum value is attained in the AF phase, when c2 > 0 or at the
same time in the BA and AF phases, when c2 < 0. The BA phase for ferromagnetic
interactions c2 < 0 and m = 0 is interesting from interferometric point of view. In
the whole region optimal operator can be chosen as the y-component of the spin i.e
Λ̂opt = Ĵy. Because, maximal value is at q = 0 [see Fig. 3.3 for variation of ρ0 with q]
one can perform spin interferometry in a weak magnetic field with Heisenberg-like
scaling of the QFI.

There are two interesting states when m = 0. The first one is the ground state of
spinor condensate with anti-ferromagnetic interactions (c2 < 0) in the absence of
magnetic field q = 0 is a spin singlet. If |J,M〉 are simultaneous eigenstates of total
spin operator Ĵ2 and z-component of the spin Ĵz, with eigenvalues J(J + 1) and M ,
respectively, then the singlet state is defined as |J = 0,M = 0〉. Energy eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian (3.10) are total spin eigenstates |J,M〉 which can be put in the
form [114, 76, 51, 72]

|J,M〉 = 1√
N

(Ĵ−)P (Â†)Q(â†+)J |0〉, (3.31)

where P = J −M , 2Q = N − J , Ĵ− =
√

2(â†−â0 + â†0â+) is the spin lowering ladder
operator and Â† = (â†0)2 − 2â†−â

†
+ is the singlet creation operator. Normalization

factor N equals

N = J !(N − J)!!(N + J + 1)!!(J −M)!(2J)!
(2J + 1)!!(J +M)! . (3.32)
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Fig. 3.5: Universal behavior of the optimal Quantum Fisher Information in the large particle
number limit N � 1. The gray solid line is the mean field result and colored
markers are exact diagonalization calculations with N = 104. The QFI can reach
at most the value FQ = 2N2 in the broken axisymmetry phase, where ρ0 = 0.5 as
long as m 6 0.5. The whole curve has Heisenberg-like scaling with FQ ∝ N2.

Possible values of the quantum number J need to have the same parity as N in
order for Q to be an integer. When N is even we can minimize the energy of the
Hamiltonian taking J = 0 and M = 0. Singlet state takes the form

|J = 0,M = 0〉 = 1√
N !!(N + 1)!!

(Â†)N/2|0〉. (3.33)

Singlet state offers long lifetimes, enhanced tolerance to environmental noise and
insensitiveness to a constant magnetic field [120, 130, 131] (〈Ĵ〉 = 0). For this
reason, it can be used in measurement of magnetic field gradients [131]. All three
mF states are equally populated 〈N̂mF 〉 = N/3. Singlet state has large fluctuations
of the mF = 0 occupation, which transfer to a Heisenberg-like scaling of the QFI:
FQ = 4N(N + 2)/15 for optimal operators Λ̂opt = Q̂xy or Λ̂opt = Ŷ . Another desired
state for quantum metrology is present when q < qc for c2 < 0 and c2 > 0, as
well. Modes mF = ±1 are equally populated and the ground state is a two-mode
Twin-Fock state |N/2, 0, N/2〉 [83] with FQ = 2N2.

Although those states posses some desired metrological properties, the current
experimental sequence relays on adiabatic preparation procedure by starting in a
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Fig. 3.6: Normalized value of the quantum Fisher Information for (a-c) anti-ferromagnetic
interactions c2 > 0. (d-f) ferromagnetic interactions c2 < 0. Dashed vertical
line marks quantum critical point where anti-ferromagnetic phase (to the left)
changes into broken-axisymmetry phase (to the right). Solid vertical line marks the
threshold magnetic magnetic field qt, where optimal axis of the QFI changes from
Q̂xy (domain A) to (Ĵy + γQ̂yz)/

√
1 + γ2 (domain B). For comparison, we also

plotted two-mode fluctuations 〈Q̂2
xy〉 and 〈J̃2

y 〉, where J̃y = (Ĵy + Q̂yz)/
√

2, which
is an optimal axis in the limit q →∞. Differences between optimal QFI and 〈J̃2

y 〉
in the BA phase are getting smaller as the m grows. Moreover, mean-field result
matches perfectly with the optimal QFI. Number of particles in the simulation
N = 104. Y-axis: FQ/4N2.

polar phase and changing external magnetic field strength. In case of the twin Fock
state, it is necessary to pass through two quantum critical points [83]. Similarly,
singlet state exists only at the boarder between polar and anti-ferromagnetic phases,
thus the magnetic field needs to be extremely well controlled, not to mention that
magnetization must be exactly 0. As we have demonstrated, concentration on a
specific scenario with M = 0 is very limiting. The ground state phase diagram is full
of metrologically useful states with Heisenberg-like scaling of the QFI. They can be
exploited in a two-mode interferometry or even in a standard spin interferometry.

There is always an open question about optimal quantum measurement Π̂x and
estimator which saturate the Quantum Cramér-Rao bound. As we have seen in
Chapter 2 the maximum likelihood estimator always saturates the Cramér-Rao
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saturated by the operator Λ̂opt = Q̂xy. In the polar phase (q > 0) is drops to the
SQL. At q = 0 there is a singlet state with FQ ' 16N2/15. For ferromagnetic
interactions c2 < 0 (b) the QFI is maximal in the anti-ferromagnetic phase q < −2,
where Twin-Fock state is the ground state, with FQ ' 2N2. Also, local maximum
around q = 0 in the broken-axisymmetry phase reaches the same value. In the
polar phase q > 2 the QFI takes SQL. for comparison we plotted the QFI for
two-mode operators Q̂xy and J̃y = (Ĵy + Q̂yz)/

√
2. Number of particles in the

simulation N = 104. Y-axis: FQ/4N2.

bound in the asymptotic limit. Remaining unknown is the quantum measurement.
We consider the particle population in each mode, with Π̂N = |N〉〈N|, where
N = (N+, N0, N−). We are going to show that this particular measurement is
optimal for any angle of θ i.e. I(θ) = FQ. For a pure state |ΨM 〉 defined within the
fixed magnetization subspace M we have

p(N|θ) = |〈N|ΨM (θ)〉|2, (3.34)

I(θ) =
∑
N

1
p(N|θ)

(
∂p(N|θ)
∂θ

)2
= 4

∑
N

Re{〈N|ΨM (θ)〉〈ΨM (θ)|iΛ̂n|N〉}2

|〈N|ΨM (θ)〉|2 ,

(3.35)

where |ΨM (θ)〉 = exp(−iθΛ̂n)|ΨM 〉. For operators considered so far Λ̂n = Q̂xy and
Λ̂n = J̃y(γ), elements 〈N|ΨM̄ (θ)〉 and 〈ΨM (θ)|iΛ̂n|N〉 are purely real as long as the
expansion coefficients of the state |ΨM (θ)〉 in the Fock state basis are real. This
property holds for the ground states of the Hamiltonian (3.10). Fisher Information
can be brought into a form

I(θ) = 4
∑
N
〈ΨM (θ)|iΛ̂n|N〉〈N| − iΛ̂n|ΨM (θ)〉 = 4〈ΨM (θ)|Λ̂2

n|ΨM (θ)〉

= FQ[|ΨM 〉, Λ̂n], (3.36)

where we used identity
∑

N Π̂N = 1. We showed in Eq. (3.36) that the Fisher
Information from population measurement equals the QFI for any angle of θ.
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3.2.2 Thermal states

So far, we characterized the optimal QFI under ideal conditions with T = 0. When
initial distribution of magnetization is peaked at the known value (σ → 0) and the
temperature increases, intuitively the QFI should decrease, because the quantum
state may become more mixed. We will show that this is not the case in this
system. In general it is not possible to write down analytical expression for the
QFI. Therefore, we performed numerical calculations for a range of dimensionless
temperature inverse β and quadratic Zeeman energy q. Results are shown in Fig. 3.8
for non-zero magnetization and in Fig. 3.9 for M = 0. Zero-temperature behavior
(β → ∞) extends deep into some non-zero temperature, which is roughly the
same for any value of magnetization. When thermal energy starts to dominate,
the optimal QFI saturates at a finite value and does not depend on q. Even in this
high temperature limit the QFI has the Heisenberg-like scaling with total number of
particles N . It is clearly seen for m = 0.5 or m = 0.8, in the region A, that when
the temperature is growing (β decreases) the optimal QFI has a local minimum
before reaching a plateau in the high temperature limit. Narrow darker region
symbolizes a change of optimal interferometer from Λ̂(A)

opt to Λ̂(B)
opt . The whole high

temperature limit is determined by a fixed interferometer - the same as in the
region B. Because the optimal QFI diagram is essentially composed of 3 regions
characterized by a fixed value we denote by B′ the region which appears for any
value of q in the high temperature limit β → 0 and in which Λ̂(B)

n remains still the
optimal interferometer.

Intuition about QFI variation can be gained by examining the high magnetic field
limit (HMFL), when quadratic Zeeman term dominates i.e. Ĥ ' −qN̂0. Energy
eigenstates are Fock states |M,kM 〉 = |kM , N +M −2kM , kM −M〉, with eigenvalue
E(M,kM ) = −q(N + M − 2kM ). Index kM = kmin

M , kmin
M + 1, . . . , kmax

M , where
kmin
M = max(0,M) and kmax

M = b(N +M)/2c. The thermal state in the sector of fixed
magnetization M takes the form

ρ̂M =
kmax
M∑

kM=kmin
M

p(M,kM )|M,kM 〉〈M,kM |, (3.37)

where p(M,kM ) = exp[−βE(M,kM )]/ZM and ZM =
∑
kM

exp[−βE(M,kM )]. For
any mixed quantum state ρ̂M =

∑
k vk|k〉〈k| and operators Λ̂i,j that change magneti-

zation, the covariance matrix in the Eq. (2.30) takes simple form

Γij [ρ̂M ] =
∑
k

vk
1
2〈k|{Λ̂i, Λ̂j}|k〉 = 1

2〈{Λ̂i, Λ̂j}〉. (3.38)
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Fig. 3.8: Exact numerical results for FQ/4N2 as a function of the temperature inverse β
and q for N = 103. The solid black line is the border between A and B, or A and
B′ regions which are approximated by qt(β) + qt− for ferromagnetic interactions
(c2 < 0) and qt(β) + qt+ for anti-ferromagnetic interactions (c2 > 0). The dashed
black line is the border between B and B′ regions approximated by qBB′(β) + qt−
in (a-c) and qBB′(β) + qt+ in (d-f).
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(a) c2 > 0, m = 0 (b) c2 < 0, m = 0
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Fig. 3.9: Exact numerical results for FQ/4N2 as a function of the temperature inverse β and
q for N = 103 and M = 0. Observe that the zero temperature behavior (β →∞)
extends down to β ≈ 0.1. The QFI in polar phase (dark region) with SQL value
can increase up to FQ ≈ 0.72N2 by increasing the temperature.

In the HMFL, two eigenvalues of the covariance matrix λA,B which determine the
QFI can be derived analytically, and in the large atom number limit, N � 1, one
gets

λ
(β)
A

N2 '
1 + β̃m

β̃2
(
1− e−β̃(1−m)

) − 1 + β̃ + β̃2

2 −
(β̃m)2

2

β̃2
(
eβ̃(1−m) − 1

) , (3.39)

λ
(β)
B

N2 '
2(1−m)(1 + β̃m)
β̃
(
1− e−β̃(1−m)

) − 2 + β̃ + β̃m

β̃2 , (3.40)

where β̃ = qβN . Now, the threshold point qt, where λA = λB, depends on the
temperature, and one can evaluate it by comparing the leading terms in the Taylor
expansions of λ(β)

A and λ(β)
B obtaining qt(β) ≈ −12m/[(1−m)(1 + 5m)Nβ]. In the

high temperature limit, when β → 0, the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix
is λB, irrespective of the value of q. The border between B and B′ regions can
be found from an inflection point of (3.40) which we approximated by qBB′(β) '
[βN(1−m)]−1. We found that in each of the three regions, away from the borders,
the QFI is practically constant and of the order O(N2). Consequently, the landscape
of the QFI in the β− q plane has the form of three plateaus with the universal values
λ

(∞)
A , λ(∞)

B , λB′ = N2(1 −m)(1 + 5m)/6 in the regions A, B and B′, respectively.
Deep inside the A, B and B′ regions the optimal QFI obtained from numerical
calculations matches results derived above in the HMFL. Borders between particular
regions, marked by black lines in Fig. 3.8 follow the HMFL results with vertical
translation qt±, introduced earlier in the pure state case, correcting for the effect of
interactions. The HMFL analysis holds, because for macroscopic magnetization all
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian remain indeed close to the Fock states.
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The Heisenberg scaling for σ → 0 may be deduced directly from the formulas for the
density matrix eigenvalues and the covariance matrix elements (3.26). One can find
that the sum of two eigenvalues:

λB + λA = 1
2

(
Γ11 + Γ22 +

√
4Γ2

12 + (Γ11 − Γ22)2
)

+ Γ55

>
1
2 (Γ11 + Γ22) + Γ12 + Γ55

= 〈(N̂ −M)(N̂ −N0 +M)〉 > (〈N̂〉 −M)M, (3.41)

has to be large. In the case of fixed and macroscopic magnetization, i.e. M =
O(N) and N −M = O(N), it means that at least λA or λB has to scale as 〈N̂〉2.
Consequently, the QFI has to have the Heisenberg scaling for nonzero temperature
and even if the total number of atoms fluctuates.

The QFI does not decay to low values as temperature grows. The Heisenberg-like
scaling is preserved even when the thermal energy dominates. In fact, when the
interferometer is fixed the FQ[ρ̂M , Λ̂n] may vary in a non-monotonic manner [see
Fig. 3.10 and operator J̃y]. Interestingly, the QFI can increase from SQL to the N2

scaling. Notable example is the polar phase at T = 0 and M = 0, which can be
turned into highly entangled state just by increasing the temperature.
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Fig. 3.10: Density plot of FQ/4N2 for a fixed interferometer Λ̂n = Q̂xy (left) and Λ̂n =
J̃y = (Ĵy + Q̂yz)/

√
2 (right). For some regions of q, the QFI can grow with

temperature or behave in non-monotonic manner. It is always possible to choses
between two-mode interferometer and keep the Heisenberg-like scaling of the
QFI. Plots generated for ferromagnetic interactions c2 < 0. Number of particles
N = 400. Fractional magnetization m = 0.1.

In the pure state case, the measurement of particles population in each mode
was optimal for any angle of θ. We will show that, for thermal states the same
measurement is optimal only for θ = 0. However, as far as two-mode interferometers
are concerned, with Λ̂n = Q̂xy or Λ̂n = (Ĵy ± Q̂yz)/

√
2, the particle population
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measurement is optimal for any θ. As we stated in Eq. (3.38) expression for the QFI
simplifies

FQ[ρ̂M , Λ̂n] = 4〈Λ̂2
n〉, (3.42)

and takes the same form as in the pure state case, for all operators Λ̂n changing
magnetization. Probability of measuring N = (N+, N0, N−) particles at the output
port of the interferometer is

p(N|θ) = Tr{|N〉〈N|ρ̂M (θ)} = 〈N|ρ̂M (θ)|N〉, (3.43)

where ρ̂M (θ) = exp(−iθΛ̂n) · ρ̂M · exp(iθΛ̂n). For small angles of θ we can write

p(N|θ) = 〈N|ρ̂M − iθ[Λ̂n, ρ̂M ]− 1
2θ

2[Λ̂n, [Λ̂n, ρ̂M ]]|N〉+O(θ3). (3.44)

We introduce the following notation

p
(0)
N = 〈N|ρ̂M |N〉, (3.45a)

p
(1)
N = −i〈N|[Λ̂n, ρ̂M ]|N〉, (3.45b)

p
(2)
N = −〈N|[Λ̂n, [Λ̂n, ρ̂M ]]|N〉. (3.45c)

The value of p(1)
N is always 0, whenever Λ̂n changes magnetization. Since Fisher

Information can be equivalently calculated as

I(θ) = 4
∑
N

(
∂

∂θ

√
p(N|θ)

)2
, (3.46)

we are left with two possibilities for
√
p(N|θ) in the limit of small θ:

√
p(N|θ) =


√
p

(0)
N + 1

4θ
2 p

(2)
N√
p

(0)
N

, for p(0)
N 6= 0,

θ

√
p

(2)
N
2 , for p(0)

N = 0.

(3.47)

Terms with p(0)
N 6= 0 do not contribute to the I(0), thus we can write

I(0) = −2
∑
N

p
(0)
N =0

〈N|[Λ̂n, [Λ̂n, ρ̂M ]]|N〉, (3.48)

where the summation runs over all N, for which p(0)
N = 0.
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Equivalently, we can write

I(0) = −2
∑
N
〈N|[Λ̂n, [Λ̂n, ρ̂M ]]|N〉+ 2

∑
N

p
(0)
N 6=0

〈N|Λ̂2
nρ̂M + ρ̂M Λ̂2

n − 2Λ̂nρ̂M Λ̂n|N〉

= 4
∑
N

p
(0)
N 6=0

〈N|Λ̂2
nρ̂M |N〉 = 4

∑
N

p
(0)
N 6=0

Tr{|N〉〈N|Λ̂2
nρ̂M} = 4Tr{Λ̂2

nρ̂M}. (3.49)

A few comments about subsequent steps in Eq. (3.49). Since Tr{[Λ̂n, [Λ̂n, ρ̂M ]]} =
0, it implies that the first term is 0. Secondly, 〈N|Λ̂2

nρ̂M |N〉 is purely real, so
〈N|Λ̂2

nρ̂M |N〉 + 〈N|ρ̂M Λ̂2
n|N〉 = 2〈N|Λ̂2

nρ̂M |N〉. Additionally, Λ̂n|N〉 changes mag-
netization when summation runs over N for which p

(0)
N , so 〈N|Λ̂nρ̂M Λ̂n|N〉 = 0.

We showed in Eq. (3.49) that the particles population measurement is optimal at
θ = 0.

When a three-mode state ρ̂ enters a two-mode interferometer it effectively behaves as
a two-mode state ρ̂12 = Tr3{ρ̂}, with ρ̂ traced out over unused mode labeled by 3. For
the state ρ̂M with fixed magnetization, trace operation applied to one of the modes
leaves the former state in a diagonal two-mode form. For example, consider triple of
operators J̃x = (Ĵx+Q̂zx)/

√
2 = â†0â+ + â†+â0, J̃y = (Ĵy+Q̂yz)/

√
2 = i(â†0â+− â†+â0)

and J̃z = (Ĵz +
√

3Ŷ )/2 = â†+â+ − â†0â0, which satisfy su(2) commutation relations
[J̃i, J̃j ] = 2iεijkJ̃k. In general, any quantum state ρ̂M can be written in a Fock state
basis

ρ̂M =
∑
j,j′

Cj,j′ |j +m(j), j −m(j), N − 2j〉〈j′ +m(j′), j′ −m(j′), N − 2j′|, (3.50)

where m(j) = M +N −3j and the Fock state labeling was chosen in such a way that
|j + m, j −m,N − 2j〉 are simultaneous eigenstates of J̃z and J̃2 = J̃2

x + J̃2
y + J̃2

z ,
with eigenvalue 2m and 4j(j + 1), respectively. Tracing over the mode mF = −1
reduces the state (3.50) into a form

ρ̂+0 = Tr−{ρ̂M} =
∑
j

Cj,j |j +m(j), j −m(j)〉〈j +m(j), j −m(j)|. (3.51)

Since 2j = N+ +N0 and 2m = N+ −N0 and rotation exp(−iθJ̃y) does not change
quantum number j we obtain simple formula for probability p({j,m}|θ):

p({j,m}|θ) = 〈j +m, j −m| exp(−iθJ̃y) · ρ̂+0 · exp(iθJ̃y)|j +m, j −m〉

= Cj,j [djm,m(j)(2θ)]
2, (3.52)
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where djm1,m2(2θ) = 〈j + m1, j − m2| exp(−iθJ̃y)|j + m2, j − m2〉, is the Wigner
d-matrix element. Fisher Information takes the form

I(θ) =
∑
{j,m}

1
p({j,m}|θ)

(
∂

∂θ
p({j,m}|θ)

)2
= 4

∑
{j,m}

Cj,j

(
∂

∂θ
djm,m(j)(2θ)

)2

= 4
∑
j

Cj,j〈j +m(j), j −m(j)|J̃2
y |j +m(j), j −m(j)〉

= 4Tr{ρ̂+0J̃
2
y} = 4Tr{ρ̂J̃2

y}. (3.53)

Similar analysis can be done for remaining two-mode interferometers, with triples
{Q̂xy, D̂xy, Ĵz} and {(Ĵx − Q̂zx)/

√
2, (Ĵy − Q̂yz)/

√
2, (Ĵz −

√
3Ŷ )/2}. In case of two-

mode interferometers, measurement of particles population is optimal for any angle
θ.

3.2.3 Magnetization fluctuations

Intuitively, when blocks of magnetization start to open up in Eq. (3.9) the state
ρ̂ is getting more mixed and its QFI decreases. This is in fact what we observe
in numerical calculations. The QFI decays with σ and has a characteristic rate
FQ ∝ 1/σ2. In Fig. 3.11 we show numerical results including interactions for
parameters deep inside each of the regions A, B, and B′. A very good agreement
is observed with respect to the formulas based on the HMFL (also numerical). In
general, based on the Taylor expansion of the factors (vk − vl)2/(vk + vl) with
vk = pnwM̄ in (2.30), one can expect decay rates of the QFI to be proportional to
σ−2 for any interaction strengths and temperatures. Hence, the minimal required
resolution to beat the SQL is σ <

√
N , which is at the edge of current experiments

with spin-1 gases [154].

In order to illustrate what we stated in previous paragraph we examine HMFL in the
region A at T = 0. The QFI is determined by Λ̂(A)

n = Q̂xy and equals FQ(σ) = 4λA(σ)
with

λA(σ) =
N∑

M̄=−N

wM̄

(
N + 1

2
(
N2 − M̄2

))

− 2
N∑

M̄=−N

wM̄wM̄+2
wM̄ + wM̄+2

N − M̄
2

(
N + M̄

2 + 1
)

− 2
N∑

M̄=−N

wM̄wM̄−2
wM̄ + wM̄−2

N + M̄

2

(
N − M̄

2 + 1
)
. (3.54)

The dominant term in the Taylor expansion of (3.54) around small σ−2 (but with
fixed N and M) is σ−2N2(1−m2)/2 which is nothing else than the QFI for T = 0
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multiplied by σ−2. Hence, λA(σ) ≈ σ−2N2(1 − m2)/2 = σ−2λ
(∞)
A . The same

calculation can be perform in the region B for which λB(σ) ≈ σ−2λ
(∞)
B /4. Eventually

for large σ the distribution wM̄ deviates from the Gaussian and converges to the
uniform distribution wM̄ → 1/(2N). In this limit FQ → 2N , which is two times
smaller than the SQL for the QFI. Similar analysis can be done deeply inside the
region B′, which gives λB′(σ) ≈ σ−2λB′/2.

When particles population measurement is performed, we observe that the Fisher
Information I(θ) never saturates the QFI, but lies very close to it [94]. Also, we
notice that the I(θ) drops to 0 at θ = 0 and has a maximum shifted towards positive
values of θ. Similar behavior was observed in the presence of the detection noise.
Any points θ which gives a finite value of the Fisher Information, but are calculated as
a limit of 0/0 expression become unstable against detection noise and eventually I(θ)
drops to 0 [82, 103]. We can interpret the Gaussian weights as a form of detection
noise characterized by parameter σ. Similarly, for two-mode interferometers Fisher
Information is 0 at θ = 0, π/2.

3.3 Atomic magnetometry

Magnetometers based on alkali atoms rely on the detection of Larmor precession.
For a weak magnetic field oriented along the z-axis, the collective quantum state
ρ̂r acquires a phase θ = SBthold, during a hold time thold. The sensitivity S relates
Larmor frequency ω = SB to the magnetic field strength B [116]. During the
Larmor precession cycle, the state ρ̂r is rotated around operator Ĵz according to the
equation

ρ̂r(θ) = e−iθĴz ρ̂re
iθĴz . (3.55)

We showed that the equilibrium states of the spinor F = 1 Bose-Einstein condensate
are optimally employed if the interferometer is either Λ̂(A)

n or Λ̂(B)
n . This can be done

using current technology in a three stage interferometer, presented in Chapter 2,
with phase imprinting process defined in Eq. (3.55). During a preparation procedure
the input quantum state ρ̂ is rotated using unitary operator R̂, resulting in ρ̂r =
R̂ρ̂R̂†. Subsequently, the state ρ̂r is subject to a phase imprinting process (3.55).
Finally, the state ρ̂r(θ) is dis-entangled using conjugate rotation R̂† giving ρ̂θ =
R̂†ρ̂r(θ)R̂. In order to realize a general rotation exp(−iθΛ̂n) we need to find a
unitary transformation R̂ such that

R̂† · e−iθĴz · R̂ = e−iθΛ̂n . (3.56)

It is a straightforward procedure for Λ̂n = Λ̂(A)
n = Q̂xy, because operators {D̂xy, Q̂xy, Ĵz}

span the su(2) Lie algebra, thus R̂ = exp(−iπD̂xy/4). In the second case, with Λ̂n =
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Λ̂(B)
n = (Ĵy+γQ̂yz)/

√
1 + γ2, we need two rotations R̂ = exp(−iπĴx/2) exp(iαQ̂xy),

where cosα = (1 + γ2)−1/2. Both rotations may be realized experimentally, since
they either involve two extremal modes mF = ±1 or spin operators [110, 31].
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Fig. 3.11: The QFI as a function of σ deeply inside (a) the region A for q = −10, β = 100,
(b) the region B for q = 10, β = 100 and (c) the region B′ for q = 10, β = 10−5,
with N = 103. Markers are exact numerical results. Color lines denote numerical
results in the HMFL. Gray solid lines denote decay rates, as explained in the text.
Gray dashed horizontal lines show the SQL for N = 103. Data generated for
ferromagnetic interactions c2 < 0.
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3.4 Summary

Equilibrium states of spinor F = 1 Bose condensate offer Heisenberg-like scaling of
the QFI i.e. FQ ∝ N2 even at non-zero temperature as long as the magnetization
M does not fluctuate. We investigated the diagram of the optimal QFI in q − β
plane finding three regions: (i) A and B which reflect the ground state structure
in the low temperature limit (T → 0) and (ii) B’ in the high temperature limit
(T →∞). The borders between particular regions are well estimated using formulas
derived in the high magnetic field limit (c = 0) corrected by a vertical shift obtained
within the mean field approach. We showed that the QFI in all three regions
has the Heisenberg-like scaling. Linear interferometers which give optimal value
of the QFI can be chosen between Λ̂(A)

n = Q̂xy and Λ̂(B)
n = (Ĵy + γQ̂yz)

√
1 + γ2.

Operator Λ̂(A)
n uses only two modes mF = ±1. On the other hand, the operator

Λ̂(B)
n benefit from all 3 modes. One of the main advantage of this system is the

possibility of performing a two-mode interferometry with Heisenberg-like scaling.
We checked, that even though operator Λ̂(B)

n gives optimal value of the QFI, its
two-mode equivalent (with γ = 1) still provides large value of the QFI with N2

scaling. Differences are getting smaller as the magnetization M grows. When
two-mode interferometry is performed particles population measurement is optimal
for any angle of θ. When magnetization starts to fluctuate with variance σ, the
QFI decays with characteristic trend FQ ∝ 1/σ2. Our analysis of imperfect state
preparation suggest that in order to beat the SQL fluctuations of magnetization
during equilibration should be smaller than

√
N i.e. ∆M <

√
N . We emphasize

that although quantum states in fixed magnetization subspace are highly entangled
and ideal for linear quantum interferometry, their preparation has to come hand in
hand with high control of magnetization. Any sufficiently strong imperfections in
the experimental sequence will ruin their metrological usefulness.
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4Spin squeezing in dipolar spinor
condensates

Spin-squeezed states have great interest in the domain of precise measurements with
Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs). In the pioneering paper [70] Kitagawa & Ueda
proposed a scheme for dynamical generation of spin-squeezed quantum states in an
ensemble of spin-1/2 particles. A self-evolving quantum system can bring a separable
state into the squeezed state due to nonlinear interactions between particles which
enable for quantum mechanical correlations to be established. Two models, namely
the one-axis twisting (OAT) and two-axis countertwisting (TACT) were proposed for
dynamical generation of strongly squeezed states. The OAT model was implemented
experimentally by utilizing inter-atomic interactions in bimodal [30, 46, 108] and
spinor [48] BECs as well as in cavity-assisted setups [77, 115]. The achieved level
of squeezing was limited by decoherence processes [117, 79, 99]. Spin-squeezed
states are promising for practical applications in precise devices like atomic clocks
[10], interferometers [33], magnetometers [90], etc. A straightforward implication
is the improved precision beyond the standard quantum limit, as it was recently
demonstrated [96, 90], potentially approaching the Heisenberg limit.

It is widely recognized that the TACT Hamiltonian generates the highest level of
squeezing [97]. The best squeezing time strongly decreasing with the number
of particles [64], constant angle of minimal fluctuations [84, 64] and relatively
large resistance against noise [67] make the model an attractive tool for quantum
metrological purposes. Many possible implementations of the TACT Hamiltonian
were proposed [5, 84, 78, 97], but till today experimental realization remains a
challenge.

Here we explore a simple observation that dipolar interactions may take the form of
the TACT model. Several experiments have demonstrated condensation of lanthanide
atoms such as 174Yb [126, 89], 164Dy [81] or 168Er [3] which have large dipole
moments that result in dominating long-range dipolar interactions between particles.
In the system composed of 52Cr atoms [45, 75, 73, 8] Feshbach resonances can
enhance the effect of dipole–dipole forces. It was suggested in [38, 122, 37, 123,
121] that dipolar effects may be observed also in the spinor F = 1 87Rb BEC. The
existence of long-range interactions is a motivating factor for studying systematically
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the effect of dipolar interactions on the level of squeezing in the simplest F = 1
spinor BECs.

The system Hamiltonian is conveniently written in terms of the spin and nematic-
tensor operators that constitute the su(3) Lie algebra under the single mode approxi-
mation. It turns out, that the Hamiltonian is the sum of the OAT and TACT models
with geometry-dependent coefficients plus additional linear and nonlinear terms. It
was shown [148] that su(2) subalgebras of the su(3) algebra give wo distinct classes
of squeezing which are equivalent, up to a unitary rotation, to spin squeezing and
spin-nematic squeezing. We limit our considerations to the subalgebra spanned
by spin operators. We start our analysis with the mean-field description of the
Hamiltonian. We show how to make slicing in the four-dimensional phase space
in order to analyze the subspace of interest. This allows for reduction of the phase
space dimension and determination of positions of unstable fixed points, necessary
for the dynamical generation of strongly squeezed states. There are three initial
configurations that bring the spin coherent state into the strongly squeezed state,
depending on the geometry of the system. Our quantum calculations show that the
non-OAT and non-TACT parts of the Hamiltonian have negligible impact on the spin
squeezing. When z-axial symmetry is present, the OAT model is realized and the spin
squeezing is achievable in addition to the spin-nematic squeezing. In the anisotropic
case, one can generate spin squeezing via the TACT model. We partially explain
scaling of the best squeezing and the best squeezing time with the system size by
using the frozen spin approximation for initial states located around a stable fixed
point, and the Gaussian approach within the Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon
hierarchy of equations of motion for expectation values of operator products for
initial states around an unstable fixed point.

4.1 Magnetic dipolar interactions

In classical electrodynamics potential energy of two interacting dipoles with magnetic
dipole moment m1 and m2 is given by [59]

Udd(r) = µ0
4π

1
r3

[
m1 ·m2 − 3(m1 · r)(m2 · r)

r2

]
+ 2µ0

3 m1 ·m2δ(r), (4.1)

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability and r is the vector connecting two dipoles.
Dipolar interaction is long-ranged and anisotropic. The strength depends on the
mutual orientation of the dipole moments and their position in space. For example,
when two dipoles are placed along the z-axis with m1 = (0, 0, 1) it is energetically
more favorable for the second dipole to align its moment m2 in parallel with m1,
thus favoring ferromagnetic order. On the other hand, when the same dipoles are
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placed along the y-axis it is energetically more favorable for the second dipole to
align anti-parallel with m1 leading to antiferromagnetic order.

Some atoms like Chromium [45, 75, 73, 8], Dysprosium [81], Erbium [3], Ytter-
bium [126, 89] posses relatively large magnetic dipole moment. It was suggested
in [38, 122, 37, 123, 121] that dipolar effects may be observed also in the spinor
F = 1 87Rb BEC. The many-body Hamiltonian describing dipole-dipole interactions
in spinor F = 1 BEC is given by [38]

Ĥd = cd
2

∑
i,j,k,l=0,±1

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′ Ψ̂†j(r)Ψ̂†k(r

′)V iljk(r− r′)Ψ̂i(r)Ψ̂l(r′), (4.2)

Vjkil (r− r′) = 1
|r− r′|3 Fj

i · F
k
l −

3
|r− r′|5

[
Fj
i · (r− r′)

] [
Fk
l · (r− r′)

]
, (4.3)

where cd = µ0(µBgF )2/(4π), µB the Bohr magneton and gF Landé g-factor. Also,
F = (Jx, Jy, Jz)T is a vector composed of spin-1 matrices and Fj

i denotes a three
dimensional vector with elements Fj

i = ((Jx)ji , (Jy)
j
i , (Jz)

j
i )T , where j-th row and

i-th column of the spin matrices is taken.

4.2 The model

We consider a spinor F = 1 condensate with contact interactions and long-range
dipolar magnetic interactions, placed in magnetically shielded environment. the
many body Hamiltonian takes exactly the same form like in Eq. (3.3), with p̄ = q̄ = 0,
plus we need to add the dipolar interaction part (4.2). Putting everything together
we get [38]

Ĥ =
∑

mF=0,±1

∫
d3r Ψ̂†mF (r)ĥ0Ψ̂mF (r)

+ c0
2

∑
mF ,m

′
F=0,±1

∫
d3r Ψ̂†mF (r)Ψ̂†m′F (r)Ψ̂m′F

(r)Ψ̂mF (r)

+ c2
2

∑
i,j,k,l=0,±1

∫
d3r Ψ̂†j(r)Ψ̂†i (r)Fk

i · Fl
jΨ̂k(r)Ψ̂l(r)

+ cd
2

∑
i,j,k,l=0,±1

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′ Ψ̂†j(r)Ψ̂†k(r

′)Vjkil (r− r′)Ψ̂i(r)Ψ̂l(r′). (4.4)

It is assumed that the system is placed in a harmonic trap with U(r) =M(ωxx2 +
ωyy

2 + ωzz
2)/2.
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Similarly as in Chapter 3 we perform single mode approximation (SMA) and decom-
pose field operators as follows

Ψ̂mF (r) = âmF φSMA(r), (4.5)

with the spin-independent spatial wave function φSMA(r) being a solution of a
nonlinear Schrödinger equation (3.5), and the boson operators âmF satisfying
[âmF , â

†
m′F

] = δmF ,m′F . The SMA is a strong assumption and implies the lack of
spatially varying spin textures [145, 143]. However, it is a fairly good approximation
as long as spin-dependent interactions (including the dipolar interactions) are much
smaller than the spin-independent part [145, 147, 144, 143]. For spinor condensate
composed of 23Na ratio cd/|c2| ≈ 0.007. Similarly for 87Rb, this ratio is equal to
cd/|c2| ≈ 0.1. In both cases coefficient |c2| is much smaller than c0 and cd � |c2|, as
well. It was checked theoretically [124] that that if cd < 0.2|c2|, then SMA is fairly
good for both Sodium and Rubidium.

Under the SMA the system Hamiltonian (4.4) can be written in terms of generators
of the su(3) algebra [see Eq. (2.8)]:

Ĥ = µN̂ − c′0N̂(N̂ − 1) + c′2(Ĵ2 − 2N̂) + Ĥd, (4.6)

where µ is the chemical potential, c′0 = c0
2
∫
d3r |φSMA(r)|4 and c′2 = c2

2
∫
d3r |φSMA(r)|4.

The dipolar interaction part Ĥd has a more complex structure and consists of five
parts [144]

Ĥd = Ĥd2 + Ĥ†d2
+ Ĥd1 + Ĥ†d1

+ Ĥd0 , (4.7)

where

Ĥd2 = cd2

[
Ĵ2

+ −
(
iQ̂xy + D̂xy

)]
, (4.8a)

Ĥd1 = cd1

[
Ĵz · Ĵ+ + Ĵ+ · Ĵz −

(
iQ̂yz + Q̂zx

)]
, (4.8b)

Ĥd0 = cd0

(
−Ĵ2 + 3Ĵ2

z −
√

3Ŷ
)
. (4.8c)

The trap geometry dependent coefficients cdi can be written in a very convenient
way using spherical harmonics

cd2 = −cd
√

3π
10

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r− r′|3 Y

−2
2 (r− r′), (4.9a)

cd1 = −cd
√

3π
10

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r− r′|3 Y

−1
2 (r− r′), (4.9b)

cd0 = −cd
√
π

5

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r− r′|3 Y

0
2 (r− r′), (4.9c)

where Y m
l (r) are spherical harmonics written in the Cartesian coordinates [137]

and ρ(r) = |φSMA(r)|2. The relative strength of dipolar interactions can be controlled
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with the shape of external trapping potential. For the Gaussian ansatz the coefficient
cd1 is equal to 0, while the two other can be expressed in terms of single real integrals.
The operator N̂ of the total atom number plays a role of unity operator which enables
us to simplify the Hamiltonian (4.6) even further and concentrate on the effective
Hamiltonian

Ĥeff
|c′2|

=
(
sign(c′2)− α

)
Ĵ2 + 3αĴ2

z + β
(
Ĵ2
x − Ĵ2

y − D̂xy

)
−
√

3αŶ , (4.10)

where α = cd0/|c′2| and β = 2cd2/|c′2|. In fact, it is an almost ideal realization of the
Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick model, that was introduced in nuclear physics in 1965 [80], for
a zero magnetic field. Entangled properties [28, 27, 138] as well as spin squeezing
in the ground state [85] were already discussed in the literature. Nevertheless,
dynamical generation of spin-squeezed and other entangled states are still quite
poorly understood.

If one drops the linear terms and the Ĵ2 operator in the effective Hamiltonian (4.10)
then it takes the form of the OAT model ĤOAT ∝ Ĵ2

z for |β| � |α|, or the TACT
model ĤTACT ∝ Ĵ2

x − Ĵ2
y for |β| � |α|, and ĤTACT ∝ Ĵ2

z − Ĵ2
y for β = α (the two

forms of TACT model differ by rotation).

4.2.1 Geometry dependent coefficients

We consider the Gaussian ansatz for the SMA wave function

φSMA(r) = π−3/4 (γxγyγz)1/4 e−(x2γx+y2γy+z2γz)/2, (4.11)

with the normalization
∫
d3r|φSMA(r)|2 = 1. The contact interaction integrals, c′0 and

c′2, can be easily evaluated,

c′i = ci
2 (2π)−3/2√γxγyγz. (4.12)

The dipolar part requires more effort and in general cannot be brought to a closed-
form expression. Here we present method to simplify the integrals as much as
possible. Analogous results were presented in [55].

We start with general mathematical analysis of a 6D integral of the form∫
d3r

∫
d3r′ρ(r)ρ(r′)Γ(r− r′), (4.13)
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where the integration limits extend to infinity. The easiest way to evaluate this
expression is to use the Fourier transform and the convolution theorem. We adopt
the following convention for the Fourier transform:

ρ̃(k) = F {ρ(r)} =
∫
d3r e−ir·kρ(r), (4.14a)

ρ(r) = F−1 {ρ̃(k)} = 1
(2π)3

∫
d3k eir·kρ̃(k), (4.14b)

(ρ ∗ Γ) (r) =
∫
d3r′ ρ(r′)Γ(r− r′), (4.14c)

F {ρ ∗ Γ} = F {ρ} · F {Γ} . (4.14d)

We can write (4.13) in an equivalent form using (4.14)∫
d3r

∫
d3r′ρ(r)ρ(r′)Γ(r− r′) = 1

(2π)3

∫
d3k Γ̃(k)ρ̃(k)ρ̃(−k). (4.15)

Owing to this procedure we were able to bring the 6D integral to just one 3D
integral.

Fourier transforms 1 of necessary functions are listed below [123]

F
{
Y −2

2 (r)
|r|3

}
= −

√
5π
6 e−2iϕ sin2(θ), (4.16a)

F
{
Y −1

2 (r)
|r|3

}
= −

√
5π
6 e−iϕ sin(2θ), (4.16b)

F
{
Y 0

2 (r)
|r|3

}
= −

√
5π
6 [1 + 3 cos(2θ)] , (4.16c)

F {ρ(r)} = exp
[
−1

4

(
k2
x

γx
+
k2
y

γy
+ k2

z

γz

)]
, (4.16d)

where cos θ = kz/k and sinϕ = ky/
√
k2 − k2

z . When k = kz or k = 0, the Fourier
transform of spherical harmonics are 0. It turns out that the integral (4.15) in our
special case (of the Gaussian ansatz (4.11)) can be evaluated in spherical coordinates
(note that we first integrate over k and then over θ)

2π∫
0

dϕ

π∫
0

dθ sin θ
∞∫
0

dk k2f(k, θ, ϕ). (4.17)

1Evaluation of the Fourier transform requires some regularization procedure. As noted in [44] a
lower cutoff distance for the integration has to be introduced which is subsequently taken to 0.
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The integration over k is a simple Gaussian type integral. The subsequent integration
over θ requires more effort. Finally, we end up with

cd1

|c′2|
=0, (4.18a)

cd0

|c′2|
=− cd

|c2|
κxκy

2
3

π/2∫
0

dϕ

( 1
A

+ 3
B

)
− 3B−3/2Arcsinh

√B
A

 , (4.18b)

cd2

|c′2|
= cd
|c2|

κxκy

π/2∫
0

dϕ cos(2ϕ)

( 1
A

+ 1
B

)
− B−3/2Arcsinh

√B
A

 , (4.18c)

where κi =
√
γz/γi and

A = κ2
x + sin2(ϕ)

(
κ2
y − κ2

x

)
, (4.19)

B = 1−A. (4.20)

The coefficient cd1 is always zero by the symmetry argument (periodicity of trigono-
metric functions), while the imaginary part of cd2 is 0. When κx = κy then (4.18b)
reduces to the known result [109, 146, 29, 61] and (4.18c) is 0. Fig. 4.1 shows how
the dimensionless coefficients α = cd0/|c′2| and β = 2cd2/|c′2| vary with the geometry
dependent parameters γi of the SMA wave function. When the axial symmetry is
present (γx = γy) then β is 0 [144, 55]. In the anisotropic case (γx 6= γy) α and β
can be negative, 0 or positive. Nonetheless, they are bounded from below and above.
The geometry can always be tuned in such a way that α dominates over β, or vice
versa.
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Fig. 4.1: Dipolar coefficients (a) β/2|cd/c2| and (b) α/|cd/c2| calculated with the Gaussian
ansatz for the SMA wave function (4.11). For Rubidium 87Rb one has |cd/c2| '
0.09. Both functions are bounded from below and above. A region of parameters
where one of the integrals dominates can always be found. The same result was
obtained in [55].
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4.2.2 Time evolution and initial spin coherent state

Closed-form expression for the time evolution cannot be found analytically. In what
follows we solve the Schrödinger equation

i~∂t |Ψ(t)〉 = Ĥeff |Ψ(t)〉 (4.21)

numerically in the Fock state basis with the fixed number of particles N . The initial
state is chosen to be the spin coherent state [135] defined with respect to the Bloch
sphere spanned by the {Ĵx, Ĵy, Ĵz} operators. The action of the SU(2) rotation on
the highest-weight state |N, 0, 0〉 gives the desired coherent state

|θ, ϕ〉 = e−iϕĴze−iθĴy |N, 0, 0〉 . (4.22)

If the Fock state |N, 0, 0〉 is the eigenstate of Ĵz with maximal eigenvalue N , then the
spin coherent state |θ, ϕ〉 is an eigenstate of Ĵθ,ϕ, where Ĵθ,ϕ = Ĵ ·n, Ĵ = (Ĵx, Ĵy, Ĵz),
n = (sin θ cosϕ, sin θ sinϕ, cos θ)T . As such, we can write down the spin coherent
state (4.22) equivalently

|θ, ϕ〉 = 1√
N !

(
e−iφ cos2 θ

2 â
†
+ + sin θ√

2
â†0 + e−iφ sin2 θ

2 â
†
−

)N
|0〉. (4.23)

Complex coefficients multiplying the creation operators in Eq. (4.23) are components
of the eigenvector of Jθ,ϕ matrix, corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue. Spin
coherent states form a subclass of all coherent states that can be defined as

|ζ〉 = 1√
N !

(
ζ+â

†
+ + ζ0â

†
0 + ζ−â

†
−

)N
|0〉, (4.24)

where
∑
i |ζi|2 = 1. Due to constraint imposed on the length of ζ we can parametrized

it using five different angles e.q. ζ = (eiχ+ sin θ cosϕ, eiχ0 sin θ sinϕ, eiχ− cos θ).

The spin coherent state (4.22) has a natural geometrical interpretation. It can be
visualized as a disk of diameter

√
N/2 and center (θ, ϕ) on the spin Bloch sphere

with radius N . This property stems from the following equalities:

〈θ, ϕ| Ĵθ,ϕ |θ, ϕ〉 =N, (4.25a)

〈θ, ϕ|∆Ĵ2
n⊥ |θ, ϕ〉 =N

2 , (4.25b)

where n⊥ is any unit vector orthogonal to n. We note that the class of operators for
which (4.25) holds is much broader if we consider any element of the su(3) algebra
[71].
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4.2.3 Spin squeezing parameter

We define the squeezing parameter among the triple of operators spanning the su(2)
subalgebra, similarly to [148]. Due to the fact that (4.23) is defined with respect to
the Bloch sphere of the {Ĵx, Ĵy, Ĵz} operators, we extend the definition of the spin
squeezing parameter from the spin-1/2 ensemble [139]

ξ2 = 2N min〈(∆Ĵ⊥)2〉∥∥∥〈Ĵ〉∥∥∥2 , (4.26)

where min〈∆Ĵ2
⊥〉 is the minimal variance of the spin component normal to the mean

spin vector 〈Ĵ〉. The quantum state generated initially from the coherent state (4.23)
is refereed to as spin-squeezed when ξ < 1.

4.3 Reduction of the mean-field phase space

In the limit of a large number of particles (N → ∞) the phase space quantum
dynamics follows classical trajectories. Based on the topology of the mean-field phase
portrait one can predict qualitative quantum evolution and explain the squeezing
mechanism of the initial separable state. This approach proved to be very useful
in the study of spin-1/2 [155, 62, 119, 91, 64] as well as spin-1 [48, 40, 52, 54]
quantum systems.

In the mean-field approximation we replace bosonic operators by c-numbers as
follows:

âmF →
√
N
√
ρmF e

iθmF , mF = 0,±1. (4.27)

Conservation of the total particle number imposes
∑
m ρm = 1.We define canonical

positions (θs,m) and conjugate momenta (ρ0, θm) as [142]

θs = θ1 + θ−1 − 2θ0, (4.28a)

θm = θ1 − θ−1, (4.28b)

m = ρ1 − ρ−1, (4.28c)

with ρ0 ∈ [0, 1], θs ∈ [0, 2π[, θm ∈ [0, 4π[, m ∈ [−1, 1] and 0 6 1− ρ0 − |m| 6 1. The
time evolution of the mean-field variables is governed by the Hamilton’s equations.
The mean-field phase space is isomorphic to a 4-sphere. In order to analyze phase
portraits we have to reduce the number of parameters through slicing [63, 129].

The subspace of interest is the mean-field counterpart of the Bloch sphere spanned
by the {Ĵx, Ĵy, Ĵz} operators. We reduce the number of parameters through slicing
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in such a way that the mean-field representation (4.27) of the operators {Ĵx, Ĵy, Ĵz}
is 2

Jcl
x =N sin θ cosϕ, (4.29a)

Jcl
y =N sin θ sinϕ, (4.29b)

Jcl
z =N cos θ, (4.29c)

where ϕ ∈ [−π, π[ is the azimuthal angle and θ ∈ [0, π] the polar angle of the Bloch
sphere. From (4.29) we get cos θ = m, ρ0 = (1 −m2)/2, θs = 0 and ϕ = −θm/2.
The mean-field energy per particle, defined as the expectation value of the effective
Hamiltonian (4.10) calculated with coherent state (4.23) and divided by N , is

Er(m,ϕ)
|c′2|

=β
(
1−m2

)
cos(2ϕ)

(
N − 1

2

)
+ 3αm2

(
N − 1

2

)
, (4.30)

after dropping constant terms. The reduced phase space is the one we know from
the study of the spin-1/2 system [64]. Notice, the linear terms in the effective
Hamiltonian with Ŷ and D̂xy enter the mean-field energy as factors 1/2 subtracted
from N . Hence, they have no impact on the mean-field phase portrait. Equations
of motion for (ϕ,m) are given by ϕ̇ = 2

~
∂Er
∂m and ṁ = −2

~
∂Er
∂ϕ . The topology of the
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Fig. 4.2: Mean-field phase portraits for (a) α = 1, β = 0; (b) α = 1, β = 1; (c) α = 1, β = 3;
(d) α = 1, β = 10. Darker regions indicate lower energy. Stable fixed points are
marked with green dots, and unstable ones with blue hexagons. The dashed lines
mark positions of the non-isolated fixed points.

phase portrait depends on the parameters α and β. Fig. 4.2 shows phase portraits for
different values of β and α = 1. A characteristic feature of the phase portrait is the
presence of fixed points at which the velocity field (ϕ̇, ṁ) is equal to 0. In the case of
a stable center fixed point, nearby trajectories circulate around and a solution would
never drift away. Orbits near a saddle fixed point are attracted along one direction
and repelled along another. This makes the saddle point unstable since solutions can
easily escape from a neighborhood of it. We can also distinguish the non-isolated

2The procedure we describe can be applied to any triple of operators spanning the su(2) subalgebra.
The reason, we can always perform a slicing and end up with a 2-sphere subspace, relies on a more
general method for obtaining mean-field limit. Alternatively, one replaces operators by their mean
value calculated in the SU(3) coherent state [17].
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fixed point (see Fig. 4.2a) where a section of the phase space has zero velocity. We
can see that stability of fixed points changes when one crosses the bifurcation point
|3α/β| = 1. Below we list the exact positions of the fixed points:

• β = 0 and α 6= 0: stable fixed points are located at m = ±1, while the non-
isolated fixed point at the equator. This set of parameters marks an another
bifurcation point.

• 3α/β > 1: stable fixed points appear at (m,ϕ) = (0,±π/2) and m = ±1, while
unstable saddle fixed points are located at m = 0 and ϕ = 0,−π.

• |3α/β| < 1 or α = 0: stable fixed points appear at m = 0 and ϕ = 0,±π/2,−π,
while unstable saddle fixed points are located at m = ±1.

• 3α/β < −1: stable fixed points appear at m = 0, ϕ = 0,−π and m = ±1,
while unstable saddle fixed points are located at (m,ϕ) = (0,±π/2).

The phase portraits for positive α and β represent all typical configurations of fixed
points. Starting with the phase portrait for positive and fixed values of α and β,
one can obtain phase portraits for another signs of the parameters according to the
following rules:

• α > 0 and β < 0: rotate the phase portrait through π/2 around the Z axis.

• α < 0 and β > 0: rotate the phase portrait through π/2 around the Z axis and
reverse the direction of the velocity field.

• α < 0 and β < 0: reverse the direction of the velocity field.

Strong squeezing can be achieved from the spin coherent state located around
an unstable fixed point. Depending on the values of the parameters, convenient
locations of initial states are along the X, Y or Z axis of the Bloch sphere. However,
dynamics around the Y axis can be reproduced from the dynamics around the X
axis by changing the sign of α or β, due to symmetry with respect to rotation through
π/2 around the Z axis. In what follows, we will concentrate on the two initial states,
namely along the X and Z axis of the Bloch sphere.
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4.4 Spin squeezing

When the axial symmetry (γx = γy) is present, the dipolar coefficient cd2 = 0 and
terms preceded by the parameter β disappear. The effective Hamiltonian (4.10)
reduces to

Ĥeff =
(
sign(c′2)− α

)
Ĵ2 + 3αĴ2

z −
√

3αŶ , (4.31)

and the magnetization 〈Ĵz〉 is conserved due to the fact that [Ĥ, Ĵz] = 0. There are
two additional terms in (4.31) that are not present in the OAT model.

The mean-field energy (4.30) for this geometry is Er(m,ϕ)/|c′2| = 3αm2 (N − 1/2).
Neither Ĵ2 nor Ŷ determine the topology of the phase portrait suggesting also
their negligible impact on the squeezing. Fig. 4.2a shows the phase portrait in the
subspace of interest with the non-isolated fixed points located at the equator and
separating trajectories running in opposite directions. Strong squeezing is attainable
once one starts the evolution with the spin coherent state centered at the equator
of the Bloch sphere. The time evolution can be traced analytically when one drops
the operator Ĵ2 in the Hamiltonian (4.31). The corresponding Schrödinger equation
can be solved exactly in the Fock state basis. The time evolution of the initial state
|Ψ0〉 is given by

|Ψ(t)〉 = e−it(ζĴ
2
z+χŶ ) |Ψ0〉 , (4.32)

with the initial spin coherent state polarized along the X axis,

|π/2, 0〉 = 2−N
N∑
k=0

k∑
n=0

√√√√(N
k

)(
k

n

)
2

1
2n |N − k, n, k − n〉 . (4.33)

At subsequent moments of time the state takes the following form:

|Ψ(t)〉 =2−N
N∑
k=0

k∑
n=0

√√√√(N
k

)(
k

n

)
2

1
2ne
−iκ 1√

3
(N−3n)

e−iµ(N−2k+n)2

× |N − k, n, k − n〉 , (4.34)

where µ = ζt and κ = χt. It has to be noted that a similar Hamiltonian was analyzed
in [63], where the authors showed that a superposition of SU(3) coherent states can
be generated during time evolution.

In order to get an analytical formula for the squeezing parameter (4.26) we need
to calculate the minimal variance of the spin operator normal to the mean spin
vector:

min〈(∆Ĵ⊥)2〉 = 1
2
[
2〈(∆Ĵz)2〉+A−

√
A2 +B2

]
, (4.35)
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A = 〈(∆Ĵy)2〉 − 〈(∆Ĵz)2〉, (4.36)

B = 2Re〈ĴyĴz〉 − 2〈Ĵy〉〈Ĵz〉. (4.37)

We list all necessary quantities below

〈(∆Ĵy)2〉 = N

8 cos2N−4(2µ)
[
2(1−N) cos(4µ+ 2

√
3κ)− cos(4µ) + (1− 2N)

]
+ N

4
[
(N + 2) + (N − 1) cos(2

√
3κ)

]
, (4.38a)

〈(∆Ĵz)2〉 = N

2 , (4.38b)

〈ĴyĴz + ĴzĴy〉 = N cos2N−3(µ)
[
(2N − 1) sin(µ) cos(µ+

√
3κ) + 2 sin(

√
3κ)

]
.

(4.38c)

Scaling with the system size can be found by introducing the small parameter ε as
follows:

1
2Nt = a/ε, (4.39a)

1
4Nt

2 = bε, (4.39b)

where a and b are constants. Expansion of the squeezing parameter to the third
order in ε gives

ξ2 = 1
2N2ζ2t2

+ 2
3N

2ζ4t4 +
[1

3ζ
6t6N3 + 1

N

(3
4 −
√

3χ
ζ

)]
+ . . . . (4.40)

We can neglect the third-order term (in the square brackets) and find a minimum of
the resulting expression. The scaling is the same as for the OAT model. In numerical
calculations the scaling ξ2

best ∝ N−2/3 and ζtbest ∝ N−2/3 can be extracted as long
as ε is small (N−1/3 � 1), so that higher-order terms in the expansion (4.40) are
irrelevant.

The analytical solution gives the same scaling of the squeezing parameter as the OAT
model even in the presence of the single linear term. Numerical calculations using
the full Hamiltonian (4.31) are in agreement with the analytical findings and justify
the negligible effect of the Ĵ2 operator. In the isotropic case, the best squeezing ξ2

best
together with the best squeezing time tbest scales with the system size as N−2/3.

In a general anisotropic scenario the both dipolar coefficients are non-zero. Fig. 4.3
shows time evolution of the inverse of the spin squeezing parameter ξ−2 as a function
of the parameter β. When the initial spin coherent state is located on the north pole
of the Bloch sphere |θ = 0, ϕ = 0〉, regular oscillations of the squeezing parameter are
observed below the bifurcation point (|β| < 3|α|), because of the underlying stable
fixed point. Increasing β above the bifurcation point results in the much stronger
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Fig. 4.3: The inverse of the squeezing parameter ξ−2 as a function of β with α = 1 calculated
numerically for c′2 < 0, N = 25 and the effective Hamiltonian (4.10). The initial
state for the evolution is (a) |θ = 0, ϕ = 0〉 or (b) |θ = π/2, ϕ = 0〉. The qualitative
change of the squeezing parameter around 3α/β = 1 corresponds to changing
stability of the mean-field fixed points between a stable center to an unstable
saddle, or vise versa.

best squeezing and shorter best squeezing time, approaching the scaling given by
the TACT model in which ξ2

best ∝ N−1 and tbest ∝ ln(2N)/2N [64]. The opposite
situation occurs when the initial state is located at the equator, |θ = π/2, ϕ = 0〉. The
level of squeezing is higher and the best squeezing time is shorter, than in the OAT
model, when β is non-zero. The optimal squeezing is reached before the bifurcation
point because the angle between incoming and outcoming trajectories at the saddle
fixed point increases approaching π/2 for β = α, at which the Hamiltonian takes the
form of the TACT model. This can be seen in Fig. 4.4 where the best squeezing and
the best squeezing time are plotted as a function of β.

The structure of the mean-field phase portrait suggests, while numerical calculations
confirm, that neither Ĵ2 nor linear terms influence the spin squeezing parameter. In
Fig. 4.4 we compare numerical results obtained with the full effective Hamiltonian
(4.10), marked by solid lines, and with the simplified one Ĥsim = 3αĴ2

z +β(Ĵ2
x − Ĵ2

y ),
marked by dashed lines. Indeed dashed lines overlap with their solid counterparts.
The same holds for another α, e.g. α = 0.01. We point out that the Hamiltonian
Ĥsim possesses the following properties:

Ĥsim(α,−β) = ÛĤsim(α, β)Û †, (4.41a)

Ĥsim(−α, β) = −ÛĤsim(α, β)Û †, (4.41b)

Ĥsim(−α,−β) = −Ĥsim(α, β), (4.41c)

where Û = e−iĴzπ/2. This implies that the spin squeezing parameter does not
depend on signs of α, β when the initial state is along the Z axis of the Bloch sphere.
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Fig. 4.4: The best squeezing ξ2
best (a) and the best squeezing time tbest (c) as a function of

β with α = 1 for the initial spin coherent state located on the north pole of the
Bloch sphere |θ = 0, ϕ = 0〉. The best squeezing (b) and the best squeezing time
(d) as a function of β with α = 1 for the initial spin coherent state located at the
equator of the Bloch sphere |θ = π/2, ϕ = 0〉. Solid lines are numerical results
for the effective Hamiltonian (4.10), dashed lines are numerical results for the
simplified model Ĥsim = 3αĴ2

z + β(Ĵ2
x − Ĵ2

y ), while dot-dashed lines are scaling
laws obtained within the FSA and BBGKY, as summarized in Tab. 4.1 and 4.2.
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β < 3α β > 3α

ξ2
best

(3α−β)2

9α2−β2
1.9
N

tbest
π

4N
√

9α2−β2
ln(2N)
4Nβ

Tab. 4.1: Scaling laws for the best squeezing and the best squeezing time with the initial
state |θ = 0, ϕ = 0〉 and positive α and β. Analytical results were derived using
FSA and BBGKY hierarchy.

β < 3α β > 3α

ξ2
best

1.9
N

β−3α
2β

tbest
ln(2N)

2N(3α+β)
π

4N
√

2β(β−3α)

Tab. 4.2: Scaling laws for the best squeezing and the best squeezing time with the initial
state along the X axis of the Bloch sphere, |θ = π/2, ϕ = 0〉 and positive α and β.
Analytical results were derived using FSA and BBGKY hierarchy.

Additionally, the spin squeezing parameter for positive α and β with the initial state
along the X axis of the Bloch sphere is the same as the spin squeezing parameter
for αβ < 0 with the initial state along the Y axis. It is enough to concentrate on the
positive α and β.

In what follows, one can make alternative analysis of the best squeezing and the
best squeezing time, based on the Hamiltonian Ĥsim and the analytical approach as
in [64], where frozen spin approximation gives very good predictions around stable
fixed point and Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon hierarchy was used around
unstable fixed point. The results for positive α, β are summarized in Tab. 4.1 and 4.2,
while the comparison to the exact numerical calculations is given in Fig. 4.4. We
emphasize that the simplification of the Hamiltonian can be used as long as quantity
of interest is the spin squeezing parameter dynamically generated from the initial
spin coherent state given by Eq. (4.23).

4.4.1 Frozen spin approximation around stable fixed point

In the case of an initial state located at the stable fixed point, it is the frozen spin
approximation (FSA) that gives good results. In this approach, evolution of the
spin is frozen around a stable fixed point. Equations of motions for the two other
spin components (orthogonal to the direction of the spin) can be solved analytically,
determining the best squeezing and the best squeezing time. Let us first introduce
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a small parameter ε = 1/N and transform spin components into ĥj =
√
εĴj . The

simplified Hamiltonian Ĥsim reads

εĤsim = 3αĥ2
z + β(ĥ2

x − ĥ2
y) (4.42)

and commutation relations are [ĥi, ĥj ] = i
√
εĥkεijk. We also introduce the time scale

τ = t/
√
ε. For positive α, β we can distinguish 2 situations.

a) β < 3α.
In this regime the stable fixed point is located at the north pole of the Bloch
sphere. The initial state for the evolution is |θ = 0, ϕ = 0〉 which gives
the initial conditions for expectation values of operators and their products:
〈ĥz〉 =

√
N , 〈ĥx, y〉 = 0 and 〈ĥ2

x, y〉 = 1/2. Equations of motion for spin
components are

˙̂
hx = −(3α+ β){ĥy, ĥz}, (4.43)
˙̂
hy = (3α− β){ĥz, ĥx}, (4.44)
˙̂
hz = 0, (4.45)

where {, } denotes anticommutator. In the FSA one replaces the operator ĥz
by its mean value 〈ĥz〉 =

√
N . This reduces the structure of the equations

of motions and gives the following solutions for the remaining rescaled spin
components:

ĥx(τ) = ĥx(0) cos(ωτ)− 3α+ β√
(3α)2 − β2 ĥy(0) sin(ωτ),

ĥy(τ) = ĥy(0) cos(ωτ) + 3α− β√
(3α)2 − β2 ĥx(0) sin(ωτ),

with ω = 2
√
N
√

(3α)2 − β2. Having the squeezing parameter ξ2 = 2N〈∆ĥ2
y〉/|〈ĥz〉|2

one obtains the best squeezing time tbest = π/(4N
√

9α2 − β2) and the best
squeezing ξ2

best = (3α− β)2/(9α2 − β2).

b) β > 3α
This time the initial state is located along the X axis of the Bloch sphere. In
order to obtain a proper solution one should rotate the coordinate system
and rewrite the initial simplified Hamiltonian in terms of the new operators
ĥ′i = eiĥyπ/2ĥie

−iĥyπ/2. The simplified Hamiltonian reads εĤsim = 3αĥ′2x +
β(ĥ′2z − ĥ′

2
y). Initial conditions for the evolution are 〈ĥ′z〉 =

√
N , 〈ĥ′y, x〉 = 0
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and 〈ĥ′2y, x〉 = 1/2. The equations of motion for the rotated spin components
read

˙̂
h′x = −2β{ĥ′y, ĥ′z}, (4.46)
˙̂
h′y = (3α− β){ĥ′z, ĥ′x}, (4.47)
˙̂
h′z = (3α+ β){ĥ′y, ĥ′x}. (4.48)

After replacing the operator ĥ′z by its mean value 〈ĥ′z〉 =
√
N solutions of the

above equations can be easily found. In this case the squeezing parameter is
ξ2 = 2N〈∆ĥ′2y 〉/|〈ĥ′z〉|2, which gives tbest = π/(4N

√
2β(β − 3α)) and ξ2

best =
(β − 3α)/(2β).

As demonstrated in Fig. 4.4, the agreement with numerical data is excellent up to the
bifurcation point. However, FSA does not work in the close vicinity of the bifurcation
point, where |3α/β| = 1.

4.4.2 BBGKY hierarchy around unstable fixed point

When the initial state is located around an unstable fixed point a general theory
developed in [6, 5, 64] can be applied. The approximation lies in truncation of the
Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon (BBGKY) hierarchy of equations of motion
for expectation values of operator products. We have truncated the hierarchy by
keeping the first- and the second-order moments:

〈ĥiĥj ĥk〉 ' 〈ĥiĥj〉〈ĥk〉+ 〈ĥj ĥk〉〈ĥi〉+ 〈ĥkĥi〉〈ĥj〉

− 2〈ĥi〉〈ĥj〉〈ĥk〉. (4.49)

Similarly, as in the stable fixed point, we analyze the dynamics in 2 situations.

a) β < 3α.
In this regime of parameters the unstable saddle fixed point is located at the
equator, and the initial spin coherent state is along the X axis. Initially we have
〈ĥx〉 =

√
N and 〈ĥ2

y, z〉 = 1/2. Now, we rotate the coordinate system through
φ/2 around the X axis to align inflowing to the saddle fixed point trajectories
along the new Y axis of the Bloch sphere. The simplified Hamiltonian in terms
of the new spin components ĥ′i = eiφĥx/2ĥie

−iφĥx/2 reads

εĤsim = Azĥ′
2
z +Ayĥ′

2
y +Azy{ĥ′z, ĥ′y}+ βĥ′

2
x, (4.50)

where Az = 3α cos2(φ/2) + β sin2(φ/2), Ay = 3α sin2(φ/2) + β cos2(φ/2)
and Azy = (β − 3α) sin(φ)/2. The equations of motion for the rotated spin
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components are determined by the Heisenberg equation. The equations of
motions for the expectation values lx = 〈ĥ′x〉 and second-order moments
δjk = 〈ĥ′j ĥ′k + ĥ′kĥ′j〉 − 2〈ĥ′j〉〈ĥ′k〉 relevant for our purposes are

l̇x = χ (δyy − δzz) , (4.51a)

δ̇yy = −2χ δyy lx, (4.51b)

δ̇zz = 2χ δzz lx. (4.51c)

were χ = (3α + β), for φ = π/2. The above equations have the same form
as equations obtained for the pure TACT model [64]. Thus we can use the
scaling laws ξ2

best = γ/N and χtbest = ln(2N)/2N from [64]. The factor γ in
the scaling law for the best squeezing does not depend on β and α, and in our
case is equal to 1.9 (it was adjusted numerically).

b) β > 3α. In this regime of parameters the initial spin coherent state is located
along the Z axis of the Bloch sphere. Initial conditions for the evolution are
〈ĥz〉 =

√
N and 〈ĥ2

x, z〉 = 1/2. We rotate the coordinate system through φ/2
around the Z axis in order to align inflowing to the saddle trajectories along
the new X axis of the Bloch sphere. The simplified Hamiltonian in terms of
new spin components reads:

εĤsim = 3αĥ′2z + β cos(φ)(ĥ′2x − ĥ′
2
y)− β sin(φ){ĥ′x, ĥ′y}. (4.52)

The equations of motion for the expectation value lz = 〈ĥ′z〉 and second-order
moments relevant for our purposes are

l̇z = χ (δxx − δyy) , (4.53a)

δ̇xx = −2χ δyy lz, (4.53b)

δ̇yy = 2χ δzz lz, (4.53c)

were χ = 2β, for φ = π/2. The above equations have the same form as
in [64], and similarly to the previous case we obtain ξ2

best = 1.9/N and
χtbest = ln(2N)/2N .

In this way scaling laws for the best squeezing and the best squeezing time can be
obtained, but overall evolution is not well described. The approximation works best
for the TACT-like models, when the angle between inflowing to the saddle point
and outflowing from it trajectories is optimal. For β > 3α and the saddle fixed
point located at the north pole of the Bloch sphere, this angle approaches π/2 very
fast. Thus, we have dropped the dependence on angle by setting its value to the
optimal angle π/2. The scaling of the best squeezing is known up to a constant
factor which we have adjusted numerically. For β < 3α and an unstable point
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located at the equator of the Bloch sphere the situation is much more complex and
the BBGKY approach breaks down. In this region competition between the two
squeezing models is the strongest. The OAT scaling wins for β = 0, while the pure
TACT model is realized when β = α. One can only estimate the lower bound for
the scaling laws from the analysis for the optimal angle. Notice, neither the frozen
spin approximation nor the Gaussian approach work in the close vicinity of the
bifurcation point.

4.5 Summary

We have shown that spin squeezing is achievable in dipolar spin-1 Bose-Einstein
condensates in addition to spin-nematic squeezing. We have demonstrated that the
axial symmetry leads to the squeezing which is well modeled by the OAT Hamiltonian.
When the system is anisotropic, other terms in the effective Hamiltonian become
relevant, and the spin squeezing is determined by a combination of the OAT and
TACT models. When the parameter β is much larger than α, or optionally β = α 6= 0,
then it is possible to achieve the strongest level of squeezing determined by the
TACT Hamiltonian. Our calculations show that neither Ĵ2 nor linear terms influence
the spin squeezing parameter. Hence, the overall evolution of the squeezing is well
described by the simplified Hamiltonian beeing the sum of the OAT and TACT models.
Based on the simplified Hamiltonian, we have partially explained scaling of the best
squeezing and the best squeezing time by using the FSA for initial states around
stable fixed points, and the Gaussian approach based on the BBGKY hierarchy of
equations of motions for initial states located around unstable saddle fixed points.
One may expect that our results can be extended to higher spin systems, where
dipolar interactions dominate. The analysis can always be reduced to the su(2)
subalgebra spanned by spin operators which results in the same nonlinear form
of the Hamiltonian in terms of appropriate spin operators. Our analysis shows
that dipolar interaction, in particular their anisotropic part, can be a considerable
advantage for quantum metrology based on spinor condensates, since strongly spin-
squeezed states generated in the system may serve to ultra-precise measurements
[31, 132, 48].
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5Conclusions

When speaking about quantum interferometry most people immediately recover pho-
tons in two modes or atoms with two internal states. This view is limiting, because
there is no upper limit imposed on the number of modes. In fact, by increasing the
number of modes one accordingly increases the estimation precision. Additionally,
multi-mode interferometry opens up the possibility of estimating multiple physical
quantities simultaneously [15, 125, 152]. Multi-particle entanglement was recog-
nized as a resource that beats the standard quantum limit, achievable with classical
states. Entanglement itself is an interesting phenomena that allow for consistency
tests of quantum mechanics. That loosely explored field of entanglement-enhanced
multi-mode quantum interferometry was subject of this thesis in its simplest three-
mode case. For a physical realization we chose a spinor F = 1 Bose-Einstein
condensate due to growing interest in the system. Spinor condensates are natural
candidates for qudits. Quantum information can be encoded on multiple mag-
netically sensitive Zeeman states. Ultra-cold atomic gases can now be controlled
with great precision and various non-classical states can be created. This stimu-
lated a growing interest in entanglement-enhanced atomic interferometry for future
ultra-precise measurements.

To summarize the main point of the thesis. We presented a theory of three-mode
linear, lossless quantum interferometry. We showed that the output state of the
interferometer is related to the input state by the SU(3) rotation and suggested how
the general transformation can be carried out by composing two-mode rotations.
Parametric estimation was presented for unbiased estimators with emphasize on
the quantum Fisher Information which lower bounds the estimation precision. In
order to achieve the best possible precision, we showed how the interferometer can
be adjusted to the particular quantum state by investigating the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of the 8 × 8 covariance matrix. Similarly to the collection of qubits,
multi-particle entanglement is required to beat the standard quantum limit. Lastly,
we presented the generalized Ramsey interferometry referring only to the su(2)
subalgebra properties and derived the squeezing parameter.

We characterized metrological usefulness of the spinor F = 1 Bose-Einstein conden-
sate at equilibrium in the single-mode approximation, where all atoms occupy the
same spatial wavefunction. Due to the nature of atom-atom interactions, the system
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thermalizes conserving the magnetization M (population difference between ex-
treme Zeeman states). In an ideal case, when fluctuations ∆M = 0, both the ground
states and thermally mixed states have the Heisenberg-like scaling of the Quantum
Fisher Information FQ ∝ N2, where N is the total number of atoms. This result
holds for any value of the magnetization, interaction sign and external magnetic
field strength. Interferometers which optimize the Quantum Fisher Information are
in general composed of three-mode operators. However, their two-mode counterpart
gives Heisenberg-scaling as well. There are a few extreme cases e.q. M = ±N or
polar phase for M = 0, where all particles occupy the single mode and thus FQ scales
linearly with N . Interestingly, the FQ can be increased from the polar phase value
by raising the temperature. When thermal energy dominates the Quantum Fisher
Information still has the Heisenberg-like scaling ∝ N2. Additionally to the results
based on the Quantum Fisher Information we showed that the estimation based on
the atom population measurement in each mode is optimal. Lastly, we analyzed the
effect of magnetization fluctuations ∆M 6= 0. In general, any fluctuations lower
the Quantum Fisher Information. In order to beat the standard quantum limit,
magnetization fluctuations need to be much smaller than

√
N .

We analyzed the effect of long-range magnetic dipolar interactions in spinor F = 1
Bose-Einstein condensate on the dynamical generation of spin squeezed states. In
the single-mode approximation, the Hamiltonian effectively is a sum of the one-axis
twisting (OAT) and two-axis counter-twisting (TACT) Hamiltonian. The relative
contribution of the two models can be modified by changing the geometry of external
trapping potential. We used a whole range of both analytical and numerical methods
developed for the two-mode case to show that the spin squeezing parameter ξ has
the proper scaling ξ ∝ N−2/3, when the OAT dominates and ξ ∝ N−1, when the
TACT dominates. We also justified analytically which initial coherent states provide
the strongest squeezing. Although we concentrated on the spinor F = 1 system,
similar results should apply to higher total spin Bose-Einstein condensates where the
effect of dipolar forces is more pronounced.

This thesis presented metrological usefulness of various quantum states that can
be created in spinor F = 1 Bose-Einstein condensate in an ideal scenario, where
coherence time is arbitrary long. The precision bounds, calculated in this thesis using
the QFI, are fundamental and cannot be overcome in linear quantum interferometry.
The effort, nowadays, is to reach those bound in experiments. Inevitably, interactions
with the environment result in decay of coherence with time. Decoherence is the
main mechanism that limits the expansion of quantum technologies. Generally
speaking, decoherence does not allow for Heisenberg scaling of the estimation
precision [26, 47] in atomic spectroscopy, degrading entangled states to level of
coherent states. Although sub-SQL scaling was demonstrated using non-classical
states [14, 86, 87, 11] it is limited to specific types of noise. Instead of fighting
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with decoherence it may be more favorable to accept it and change our approach
to quantum state preparation and sensing. Thus, the bounds we have calculated
could in principle be achieved. Possible directions include nonlinear interferom-
etry [46, 156, 7], topologically protected quantum states [88, 92] or driven and
non-equilibrium quantum systems [21]. In neutral atom sensing the other limiting
factor is the finite detection efficiency of atoms in the absorption imaging technique.
Many theoretical proposals rely on exact measurement of the atom number, thus
providing too optimistic predictions about estimation precision. This may change
in the near future with the emerge of interaction-based readout protocol [95, 23,
22].
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